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1. INTRODUCTION 
(Some) Humans tend to be of very curious nature. Although that trait is not 
particular to Humans, one can say that the scopes of the questions in which our 
curiosity delves are manifold, from very concrete, down to earth, to downright 
abstract ones. From Where is my food? Is my pension fund performing well? 
for the latest western edition of the Anatomically Modern Humans (AMH), to 
Where do we come from? It is likely that the latter question is a rather ancient 
one. The tools at hands to answer it are various, from peremptory claims based 
on mere whimsical constructions of the mind to testing such ones with a more 
scientific approach, based on observations, experiments, hypotheses testing, 
modelling and the likes. From the biological perspective, for a long period, only 
the phenotypical diversity of humans was available to scrutiny in order to 
address it. The progress in the understanding of how the cell is working, of how 
heredity is stored and passed along; those were major advancements that saw 
light only relatively recently. One cannot avoid giving credit to the work of 
James D. Watson and Francis Crick, based on those of the oft overlooked 
Rosalind Franklin and Raymond Gosling. Their discovery of the DNA structure 
and its putative replicative nature paved the way for many achievements in 
molecular biology in the subsequent years, as these finally provided the oppor-
tunity for studying the genotype rather than the phenotype. Further, a definite 
turning point helping in a readily access to the genotype was the implemen-
tation of the Polymerase Chain Reaction by Kary Mullis around the mid-80’s, 
following on the footsteps of the technique of Sanger sequencing. Combined 
together, it freed researchers from the need of bleeding subjects to get sufficient 
DNA for their studies; an improvement that surely was and is of great comfort 
to many a participant of scientific and medical studies. Another technological 
development that helped quenching this thirst for blood is Next Generation 
Sequencing, the massively parallel sequencing of a multitude of tagged frag-
ments giving access to virtually the whole genome. These are but technical 
achievements of profound implications, and along the way, theories equally 
important were formulated. 
One particularly important and relevant theory to the field of population 
genetics is the neutral theory of molecular evolution introduced by Motoo 
Kimura that holds that, at the molecular level, most of the variation found 
between and within species is caused by genetic drift and not natural selection. 
This assertion caused quite a stir amongst the scientific community but it none-
theless provides a convenient null-hypothesis. Less controversial is the coale-
scent theory, which, by modelling how gene variants are sampled backward in 
time, provides also a framework for testing different hypothesis of demographic 
parameters. 
Armed with this knowledge and these technical advancements, we can tackle 
that question of origin in a more befitting manner, and also broaden our 
inquiries to more specific questions. If nowadays accessing the full genome, 
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and hence almost the entire genetic information embedded in it, is readily 
doable and will soon likely becoming standard thanks to cost reductions and 
technology developments, it is only the genetic aspect of the question. The 
genetic variation of the extant populations has been generated by diverse and 
opposite forces. It is therefore instructive to resort to other disciplines to shed 
some lights on various events that could have influenced shaping the present 
day genetic diversity. To supplement and strengthen the genetic findings, to 
borrow and flip around the words of the late Luigi Cavalli-Sforza (Cavalli-
Sforza et al. 1991), one often calls on archaeology, history and linguistics, as 
well as on paleoclimatology. Whilst providing non-biological context, they are 
also valuable in further refining the questions that can be explored. This syner-
gistic combination of genetics and multidisciplinary inputs habitually gives rise 
to a more comprehensive analysis of the results. 
This dissertation presents four such inclusive studies (or narratives, pending 
artistic license is permitted) using genetic data, all of them extensively relying 
on maternally inherited mitochondrial DNA. Ref. I will bring us to Ethiopia in 
East Africa and across the Bab-el-Mandeb into Yemen. After describing the 
gene pool of these two countries using high-phylogenetic resolution, we set out 
to track the recent flow that has occurred around this region. Ref. II brings us to 
Europe and uses a similar approach to increase the French mtDNA dataset and 
to place its variation into the broader European context. We also explore further 
potential connections that may be revealed by the haplogroups and specific 
haplotypes found in Brittany and the Basque country. With Ref. IV, we go to 
Central Asia and more specifically in the Afghan Hindu Kush. Once more, we 
describe in details the mtDNA diversity present there, as well as that of the Y 
chromosome. We also report a survey of over 600,000 single nucleotide poly-
morphisms found on the autosomes. Combining these data, we address the 
question of whether Central Asia has been or not a place from which human 
migrations radiated. We finally go back to Africa and around the Mediterranean 
Basin in Ref. III. In this study, we focus our attention on two mitochondrial 
haplogroups, M1 and U6. By characterising fully their phylogenies and further 
genotyping a broader set of samples, we set to revisit the proposed concomi-
tance of their temporal and geographical dispersion. We are also able to 
formally test the hypothesis which posits that the dispersal of these haplogroups 
is correlated with that of Afro-Asiatic languages. 
It is hoped that this thesis and the papers constituting it will manage to give 
the readers some insights into the potential and limitations of using mtDNA and 
its phylogeny within the framework of population genetics. 
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2. LITERATURE OVERVIEW 
Before bringing our attention to the studies forming the basis of the present 
dissertation, I shall present and briefly discuss below few essential biological 
characteristics of the different genomes used in them, followed by the intro-
duction of certain of the tools and methods typically employed in population 
genetics studies. 
 
 
2.1. Of haploid and diploid parts of the human genome 
The genome that constitutes the complete genetic information of humans com-
prises two parts: the nuclear genome and the mitochondrial genome. The 
nuclear genome is composed of twenty-three pairs of chromosomes found, as its 
name implies, within the nucleus of cells. Chromosomes 1 to 22 are also known 
as the autosomes, the twenty-third pair being composed by the XY sex chromo-
somes. The mitochondrial genome is located in the organelle found in virtually 
every cell in the human body that is the mitochondrion. Whilst both genomes 
are composed of the same basic building blocks forming the DNA, they differ 
in some aspects that are crucial for population genetics studies. 
 
 
2.1.1. The female line archives of the mitochondria 
The mitochondrial genome is a compact double stranded circular molecule of 
≈16,659 bp first sequenced entirely in 1981 (Anderson et al. 1981). It is usually 
referred to as the Cambridge Reference Sequence (CRS), sequence later re-
vised, with 11 nucleotides corrected (Andrews et al. 1999) and known as the 
revised CRS (rCRS). There is also the Reconstructed Sapiens Reference Se-
quence (RSRS) introduced in 2012 (Behar et al. 2012b), which aims at solving 
some of the issues regarding the root of the human mtDNA tree inherent to the 
use of the rCRS (see section 2.2.1.1 below). The mtDNA genome itself contains 
37 genes, with no introns in them and almost no intergenic non-coding nucleo-
tides, except for the 1.1 kb of the displacement loop. The displacement loop is 
involved in the regulation of the transcription and replication of the mito-
chondrial genome (Chinnery 2006) and it contains the segments called HVS-I, 
HVS-II and HVS-III, also referred to as HVR in some other studies. These are 
particularly interesting in the context of evolutionary studies as their mutation 
rate is even higher than that of the rest of the molecule (see section 2.2.2). 
Regarding the genes, they encode 22 transfer RNAs, 2 ribosomal RNAs (12s 
and 16s) and 13 proteins of the electron transport chain; 7 of complex I or 
NADH dehydrogenase (ND1-ND6), the cytochrome b of complex III, 3 of 
complex IV or cytochrome c oxidase (COX1-COX3) and 2 of complex V or 
mitochondrial ATPase (ATP6 and ATP8). 
Several mtDNA molecules (≈6–10) are packed into stable protein-DNA 
macrocomplexes called nucleoids, primarily associated with the inner mito-
chondrial membrane (Holt et al. 2007; Wang and Bogenhagen 2006). Although 
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the mitochondrion possesses some of the main mechanisms to repair DNA 
damages, like the Base Excision Repair (BER) (Pinz and Bogenhagen 1998; 
Szczesny et al. 2008), the Single-Strand Break Repair (SSB) (Rossi et al. 2009) 
or the Mismatch Repair (MMR) (Mason et al. 2003), these systems are likely 
overwhelmed and not sufficient to counteract the damages caused by the oxida-
tive stress connected to the Respiratory Chain complex and the Reactive Oxy-
gen Species (ROS) it engenders (Tuppen et al. 2010). Combined with a higher 
turnover rate, its specific way of replication whereby the DNA molecule spends 
a longer time in a more vulnerable single strand, this leads to a faster mutation 
rate of the mitochondrial genome, over an order of magnitude as compared to 
that of the autosomes, from 1.9 × 10–8 for 3rd position of the codon for protein 
coding and to 8.2 × 10–9 for RNA genes in mtDNA (Soares et al. 2009) to  
0.5 × 10–9 on average for the autosomal genome (Scally and Durbin 2012). And 
within the mitochondrial genome, the HVS-I and HVS-II regions themselves 
have a mutation rate more than ten times that of the others mitochondrial com-
partments, with 1.6 × 10–7 and 2.3 × 10–7 respectively (Soares et al. 2009). 
One other very important feature of the mtDNA for population genetics 
studies beside those fast mutation rates is that it is inherited only through the 
mother, from a population of molecules present in the oocyte prior to fertilisa-
tion (Giles et al. 1980). There have been however studies that brought to the 
fore the dreaded potential paternal inheritance/leakage (Luo et al. 2018; 
Schwartz and Vissing 2002), but their validity has been questioned because 
replication was not possible (Filosto et al. 2003; Schwartz and Vissing 2004; 
Taylor et al. 2003) or some experimental issues have been raised [(Lutz-
Bonengel and Parson 2019), response in (Luo et al. 2019)]. Besides these 
marginal instances, it was shown that any paternal mtDNA found in the zygote 
is very quickly eliminated, thus excluding the potential occurrence of recom-
bination between the parental mtDNAs (see (Pyle et al. 2015) and the accom-
panying perspective by (Carelli 2015)). This lack of recombination is shared 
with the Y chromosome (albeit due to a different mechanism, see section 2.1.2 
below), in contrasting aspect to the other autosomes, and this absence of re-
combination gives access, in essence, to the unshuffled female and male genetic 
lines, as inserts A and B on Figure 1 exemplify. Attempting to reconstruct the 
genealogy of each chromatid (an Ancestral Recombination Graph) is rapidly 
intractable as the number of chromatids and/or their length increase. There exist 
nonetheless some methods which have raised to the challenge (notably 
(Rasmussen et al. 2014)). 
Equally relevant is the case of heteroplasmy. It is a state where distinct 
mtDNA haplotypes cohabit within a mitochondrion (or an organism). Different 
methods exist to detect this state, each with different detection threshold and 
caveats (see (Duan, Tu and Lu 2018) for a review and (Li et al. 2010) as an 
example addressing the use of Next Generation Sequencing). The presence of 
different mtDNA molecules can cause diseases when a disease-causing variant 
exceeds a certain ratio compare to the wild-type (Tuppen et al. 2010; Wallace 
and Chalkia 2013), but it can also create problem with the phylogenetic 
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reconstruction. The haplotypes are frequently closely related, hinting that the 
variants came about by mutation along the same female lineage (Avise 2000). 
An extensive and import study of human heteroplasmies has been recently 
published (Wei et al. 2019), showing that selection acts on the germline. For a 
variant to be passed on, it needs to be present within the germline. From the 
oogonia to the primary oocytes, first stage of the female gametogenesis, the 
mtDNA genome undergoes a bottleneck, leading to an increase in the intra-
cellular variance, that is heteroplasmies are more pronounced. The study shows 
that selection acts on heteroplasmies and that, moreover, the actual genetic 
background of the nuclear genome has on influence on them. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Schema of the haploid inheritance of mtDNA and Y chromosome. mtDNA 
and the Y chromosome accumulate mutations sequentially (indicated by little stars) 
through the generations (roman numerals on the left) and do not undergo recombination 
between each generation contrary to the autosomes where crossing over during meiosis 
shuffles the chromatids (inclusions of the coloured bits of the sister chromatid). Insert A 
shows the several reconstructed phylogenies of the mtDNA molecule(s) underlined. For 
instance, if both females in generation IV are sampled, a tree like the one numbered 1 
could be reconstructed. But if we were to sample only the female on the left of insert A, 
we would obtain the tree 2 (and any order of the mutations would be equally parsi-
monious) and tree 3 if only the female to the right of the insert were sampled. Likewise, 
insert B shows the several reconstructed phylogenies of the Y chromosome that would 
be obtain if sampling the males in generation III whose Y chromosome is underlined; 
the phylogenetic tree 1 if both are sampled, or 2 or 3 if only the male on the left or on 
the right are respectively sampled. Note that the above remark about the order of the 
mutations applies here as well. 
XX
Autosomes} Y chromosomemtDNA
mtDNA
1 2 3
Y chromosome
1 2 3
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Another feature that mtDNA shares with Y chromosome is its effective popula-
tion size (Ne). Briefly, Ne is a concept that was developed in the 1930s by Se-
wall Wright (concept reviewed in (Charlesworth 2009) for instance) in order to 
calculate the amount of genetic drift experienced by a population. Ne is equal to 
the size of an idealised Wright-Fisher population that were to undergo an iden-
tical amount of genetic drift as the population of interest. Often simplistically, it 
is taken as the number of breeding individuals. Ne for mtDNA and the Y 
chromosome is expected to be one quarter of any autosome, and one third in the 
case of the X chromosome. This is particularly meaningful as this entails a 
lower diversity and that the random variation in allele frequencies by chance 
alone (i.e. genetic drift) is more pronounced for them. This means that alleles in a 
population with a small Ne are much more likely to reach fixation (frequency = 1) 
or become lost (frequency = 0) than for one with a larger Ne, given the 
amplitude of the variation in their frequency is inversely proportional to the size 
of the population. 
To sum up, the lack of recombination and exclusive inheritance of the 
mtDNA through females allow to reconstruct its true phylogeny. And using the 
molecular clock theory (section 2.2.2), it is possible to estimate the coalescent 
events leading to its root. 
 
 
2.1.2. The Y chromosome, looking through  
the male perspective 
Like mtDNA, the Y chromosome is inherited in a haploid fashion but only 
through males. It belongs to the XY sex-determination system; the Y chromo-
some most commonly determining the sex in mammals via the SRY gene 
(Kashimada and Koopman 2010), initiating virilization together with others 
factors (Sekido and Lovell-Badge 2008). Whilst the mtDNA genome can be 
consider rather uncomplicated in its architecture, it is quite different for the 
chrY, owing to the way it came to be. The human sex chromosomes started as a 
pair of autosomes, where the proto-chrY acquired the SRY gene, followed by a 
multitude of events, including inversions, losses of material, fusions and 
duplications (Bellott et al. 2014; Cortez et al. 2014; Graves 1995) over the past 
180 Myr. This tumultuous evolution resulted in a sexual dimorphism of sort, 
with the X chromosome and its ≈156 Mb compare to the ≈60 Mb of the chrY. 
This degeneration was the consequence of inversions effectively making re-
combination with the X chromosome impossible (Lahn and Page 1999), save 
for two regions, one at both telomeres of the chrY. These regions still exhibit 
sequence homology, allowing crossing over with the X chromosome during 
meiosis. The region between these two is called the male-specific region of the 
Y chromosome (MSY). The MSY is split into two segments, one of hetero-
chromatin (highly condensed, transcriptionally inert) of variable length, and the 
other of euchromatin (extended conformation, transcriptionally active) of 
roughly 23 Mb. The euchromatin comprises three main classes of sequences 
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(Skaletsky et al. 2003): the X-degenerate class (XDG), the X-transposed region 
(XTR) and the ampliconic regions that are composed of intra-chromosomal 
repeats of high sequence similarity. These latter regions pose a difficult chal-
lenge when using Next Generation Sequencing (NGS), as it is virtually impos-
sible to correctly assign the sequences and variants to their actual place. That is 
why NGS studies usually use a combination of less problematic regions, 
totalling on average around 10 Mb of sequence ((Karmin et al. 2015; Poznik et 
al. 2016) for instance, but see (Helgason et al. 2015) for an impressive 
21.3 Mb). 
 Whilst the chrY shares the haploid inheritance and non-recombination 
features of the mtDNA, its very complexity made its early study in the phylo-
genetic context less easily tractable and bias free, as I shall briefly touch upon 
in section 2.3. 
 
 
2.1.3. The autosomes, recombination unlocked,  
genealogies to 11 
As we saw in the two previous sections, the mtDNA and the Y chromosome are 
haploid loci that do not undergo recombination. These features make reconst-
ructing their phylogenies easier (more about it below) and also provide a gender 
based phylogeny. But these very features also represent their major inherent 
limitations. Their resolved phylogenies represent only one peculiar sex-specific 
realisation, or one genealogy out of many that are compatible with the demo-
graphic history for this single locus, locus furthermore smaller than the auto-
somes, drastically so for mtDNA. On the other hand, the autosomes can be seen 
more akin to a patchwork, with considerably more loci, independent or not. 
Combining these loci is a powerful tool for inferring the demographic history of 
populations as a whole, not only through the male or female prism. Although 
nowadays sequencing the whole genome is becoming more and more prevalent 
(see (Mallick et al. 2016; Pagani et al. 2016) for seminal studies in a population 
genetics framework, a far cry from the wealth published in the medical field), 
earlier efforts focused on genotyping SNPs. The International HapMap Consor-
tium has been a leading force in providing information on variation across the 
human genome. The phase I of the project set to genotype at least 1 common 
SNP every 5 kb in 269 samples from four geographically diverse populations 
(Yoruban, Japanese, Han Chinese and Americans from European ancestry) 
(International HapMap 2005), expanding it to a total of over 3.1 million SNPs 
genotyped in 270 individuals two years later (International HapMap et al. 
2007). They also genotyped an additional 7 populations, data known under 
HapMap 3 (International HapMap et al. 2010). Despite these efforts, samples of 
Asian origins were still underrepresented, an issue that was addressed by the 
HUGO Pan-Asian SNP consortium, by generating a database comprising 1,719 
unrelated individuals from 71 Asian populations (Ngamphiw et al. 2011). 
However powerful these datasets may be, they still report only partial infor-
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mation about the totality of the genome, potentially leaving room for a bias. 
One way to free oneself from this downside would be to sequence the entire 
genome. That is precisely what the 1000 Genomes Project (1KGP), launched in 
January 2008, aimed to do by sequencing at least a thousand individuals from 
various ethnic groups. The results of the pilot phase were published two years 
after (Genomes Project et al. 2010), the whole 1,092 genomes in 2012 (Geno-
mes Project et al. 2012) and the completion of the project in 2015 (Genomes 
Project et al. 2015), reporting 2,504 individuals from 26 population, including 
an integrated map of structural variation (Sudmant et al. 2015). 
Using genome-wide approaches or even whole genomes allowed to study 
the structure and apportionment of many loci, revealing more complex popu-
lation structures ((Behar et al. 2010; Jakobsson et al. 2008; Li et al. 2008) 
amongst early studies for genome-wide and the aforementioned (Mallick et al. 
2016; Pagani et al. 2016) for whole genome) than attainable by simply the study 
of mtDNA and/or the Y chromosome. A few relevant examples of their conclu-
sions, in agreement or not with that of haploid genomes, shall be given in some 
of the following sections. 
 
 
2.2. Bits of practical tools 
Having treated succinctly the different parts of the human genome and some of 
their respective advantages and drawbacks, it is time to turn my attention to 
how to use and manage the information embedded in them. How do we formu-
late the hypothesis(-se) we are interested in testing? Indeed, the manner in 
which we address the present-day diversity constrains them. One manner is 
descriptive, comparing the distribution of diversity amongst species or popu-
lations within a species; the other is inferential, resorting to the use of explicit 
or implicit models of the evolutionary processes having given rise to the 
diversity observed. Although they form a different conceptual approach, one 
can easily lead the other and they are often mingled. 
I shall briefly describe some of the methods that are particularly relevant to 
the better comprehension of the References constituting this thesis, along few 
others, with a clear emphasis on the mtDNA perspective. As such, several 
methods that are prominent in the whole-genome era, as the F-statistics for 
instance (reviewed in (Peter 2016), are not discussed here, and thus the non-
exhaustive character of the next sections has to be kept in mind. 
 
 
2.2.1. “S’il vous plaît… dessine-moi un arbre !” “Hein !”  
(adapted from Saint-Exupéry) 
As the saying goes, a picture is worth a thousand words. Truly, staring at a 
matrix of distances or at a table of 0s and 1s might not to be the most evocative 
nor an endeavour readily explicit, save for some mysterious cases of illustrative 
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synaesthesia. Hence, representing some particular molecular results under the 
form of phylogenetic trees can be an attractive alternative. 
 
 
2.2.1.1. Concise manual for the budding phylogenetic arborist 
Phylogenetic trees represent the relationships between the different taxa, usually 
located at the tips of the tree. Taxa are also known in a more formal manner as 
Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs). There are two types of trees: they can be 
either rooted or unrooted. One feature of phylogenetic trees that has a parti-
cularly important influence on how they are inferred is how the number of 
possible trees evolves according to the number of taxa. It is simply staggering; 
for t taxa there are (2t-5)!! unrooted trees and (2t-3)!! rooted ones. In less 
abstract form, with 10 taxa for instance, there are 2,027,025 unrooted trees 
compared to 34,459,425 rooted trees. Penny et al. (Penny, Hendy and Holland 
2007) give the example of how long it would take to calculate all the trees for 
20 taxa, assuming that we can calculate one million trees per second and that 
each calculation step would be equal regardless of the algorithm. There  
are ≈ 2.2 × 1020 trees, ≈ 3.16 × 107 seconds per year, so we can calculate  
≈ 3 × 1013 trees per year, meaning it would take ≈ 7 million years to calculate all 
the trees. It is therefore evident that not all possible trees can be inferred. We 
shall mention in passing that some heuristics searches have been developed to 
circumvent that problem, the limited (local) or greedy searches and the hill-
climbing and related ones (Penny, Hendy and Holland 2007). Another crucial 
property of the phylogenetic trees is that as time (or evolution for that matter) 
goes on, the branches keep splitting, they never merge together or even simply 
disappear. This clearly is in contradiction with various biological processes 
taking place (recombination, migration, parallel mutation, gene transfer, extinc-
tion…). Networks are methods that readily incorporate in their framework ways 
to accommodate some of these in their structure, via reticulation (see below). 
Regardless of their type, data used to draw trees/networks fall into two cate-
gories: distances and characters. Stating the obvious, in the former category, 
genetic distances have to be calculated first, resulting in a distance matrix. 
Regarding the character approach, these characters are discrete units of evolu-
tion, be it SNP, copy-number variation (CNV) like in the case of microsatellite 
repeats or simply phenotypic traits of interest. 
Dichotomy anew, there exist also two main classes of phylogenetic tree 
construction methods. The first class is the clustering methods that, aptly named 
as they are, cluster taxa together in a hierarchical way. The Unweighted Pair-
Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) is one of most well-known 
clustering methods, along with the Neighbor-Joining (NJ) one. The second con-
tains the searching methods, which in theory explore the whole range of pos-
sible trees, such as the Maximum Parsimony (MP) or Maximum Likelihood 
(ML). However, as aforementioned, it quickly becomes computationally impos-
sible to explore all the trees given the extremely large tree space. Therefore, 
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they explore representative subsets of the tree space, finding the best tree for 
each of these subsets and finally comparing the different trees, as alluded above. 
It is essential to state clearly the specifics of the method applied: what is the 
optimality criterion, that is a measure by which to evaluate how a given tree 
“fits” the data; what is the search strategy for finding the optimal tree(s) and 
what are the assumptions regarding the mechanisms of evolution underlying the 
data (Penny, Hendy and Holland 2007). Besides these essential combinations, 
each method should have five desirable properties: efficient, consistent, power-
ful, robust and falsifiable (Penny, Hendy and Steel 1992). The efficient property 
refers to how quickly the tree is constructed. The consistent character of a 
method pertains to its capacity to recover the same tree if more data are added. 
A method will also be inconsistent if the assumptions on which it is based (i.e. 
the mechanisms of evolution) do not apply to the data. A method will be 
deemed powerful if it can get to the correct tree with scarce data (number of 
taxa or sequence length). Robustness could be seen as an extension of the 
previous property. A method would be robust if it is impervious to minimal (or 
more consequent) deviations from its assumptions, that is not becoming in-
consistent. Last, but not least, the epitome of Popperian thought, it is possible to 
test the validity of the assumptions under which the method is based, namely 
that “the data, in principle, must be able to falsify the model” (Penny, Hendy 
and Holland 2007). Unsurprisingly, not a single method does possess all these 
properties. Some methods are inherently fast at the expense of other properties, 
and it is obvious that navigating through large tree spaces is taxing timewise; 
these subtleties shall be kept in mind when choosing a method. 
Another subtlety, of semantic nature this time, regards parsimony. As ex-
plained in (Penny, Hendy and Holland 2007), there are two main meanings 
implied by parsimony. The first is the Principle of Parsimony, exemplified by 
Occam’s Razor, which stipulates that the simplest hypothesis amongst com-
peting ones explaining the data should be favoured. The second is that one 
should minimise the amount of mutations (or steps) when building a tree. These 
meanings need not be mutually exclusive but can be so at times, i.e. the least 
number of mutational steps may be the simplest of explanation but not the 
correct one. 
Whilst MP looks at minimizing the number of evolutionary changes, ML 
takes the trees and calculates how likely they are to give the data. Hence, under 
a specific evolutionary model, the tree with the maximum likelihood of pro-
ducing the data will be the best tree. There is also an approach that changes the 
way to look at the terms of the probabilities in the form of the Bayesian 
methods. They determine the probability of the tree given the data, making use 
of Markov Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) simulations to calculate the para-
meters. MCMC are algorithms used for sampling from a probability distribu-
tion, in this case from the posterior distribution. In a more befitting form, with 
H referring to hypothesis, O to outcome and P to probability, the ML methods 
calculate P(O|H) and the Bayesian ones P(H|O). 
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However, as indicated at the beginning of this section, the tree(s) resulting 
for these methods are acyclic. When dealing with mtDNA HVS-I sequences for 
instance, parallel mutations are something very real, and have to be taken into 
account. Phylogenetic networks readily address these kinds of issues. There are 
once again various methods available (see (Huson, Rupp and Scornavacca 
2011) for more details), but we will focus briefly on the ones more germane to 
mtDNA studies. First are median networks, which contain all most parsimo-
nious trees (Bandelt et al. 1995). Yet, with the increase in samples size, so does 
the dimensions of the cubes of reticulations. The authors proposed a procedure 
to reduce this by using the frequencies of the mitochondrial haplotypes com-
bined with a compatibility argument, thereby reducing the complexity. The 
other method, median joining (Bandelt, Forster and Röhl 1999), draws on the 
previous one whilst solving some previous issues like accommodating multi-
state characters and speed of calculation. Both methods have been widely 
applied for reconstructing mtDNA phylogenies. 
As a non-sequitur of sort, the influence of the reference sequence should be 
mentioned. With character state methods, its choice can have an influence on 
the actual evolutionary state of the character. As touched upon when intro-
ducing the mtDNA sequence, the rCRS coalesces to the European hg H2a2a1 
(van Oven and Kayser 2009), that is phylogenetically not the ancestral sequence 
to all mtDNAs, hence when scoring mutations along the branches, not all of 
them truly reflected an ancestral to derived “transition”. Also, it de facto mis-
placed the true root of the mtDNA phylogenetic tree. This issue of a true 
ancestral reference transcends the mitochondrial centric field of population 
genetics. The chrY reference sequence (Skaletsky et al. 2003) is from one 
individual, but with a 49,XYYY karyotype (Foote et al. 1992; Tilford et al. 
2001), and it belongs mostly to hg R, with portions belonging to hg J. In the 
case of the human reference, the GRCh37 is a mix of 13 different individuals 
(Kidd et al. 2010). 
Regardless of the reference, once trees or networks are obtained, there is one 
way to add an extra layer of information, that is the geographical origin of the 
taxa. 
 
2.2.1.2. Phylogeny + geography = phylogeography 
A wonderful example of a portmanteau, the term phylogeography was coined in 
1987 by Avise et al. (Avise et al. 1987) and is the field of study “concerned 
with the principles and processes governing the geographic distributions of 
genealogical lineages […]” (Avise 2000). Most often, the analyses rely on the 
visual inspection of frequency maps. There have been attempts to approach 
geographic patterns by methods with a quantitative focus, such as the nested 
cladistic analysis of Templeton (Templeton 1998) or the founder analysis of 
Richards et al. (Richards et al. 2000), of which an earlier incarnation (Richards 
et al. 1996) drew a slew of acrimonious comments (see Box 12.3 p. 382 in 
(Jobling et al. 2014a) for an expanded view). A critical assessment of the value 
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of phylogeographic methods was also published by Rasmus Nielsen and Mark 
Beaumont (Nielsen and Beaumont 2009). Their central issue is that most phylo-
geographic studies assume that it is possible to interpret branches of phylo-
genetic trees as an actual evidence that some specific historical demographic 
events in a geographical context have occurred, that is that “that ancestral 
history can be directly deduced from estimated gene trees”. They contrast it 
with the theoretical population genetic approach by which “gene trees are 
random outcomes of stochastic population level processes”. They caution about 
using the former reasoning for several reasons. One is the crucial influence 
sampling has on the resulting gene tree; depending on the samples, the resulting 
trees could be quite different. A corollary to this fact is that the structure of the 
tree is influenced by which individuals left descendant(s), or not, in the next 
generation. And in that regard, it can be misleading to interpret this specific 
structure as more due to a particular ancestral demographic event than the 
random process by which offspring compose the next generation. They further 
stressed that the distribution of gene trees in populations that have otherwise 
experienced the same demographic history (identical Ne, same geographical 
distributions) could be extremely different. This is compounded by the fact that 
multiple demographic models may fit a gene tree equally well. They however 
note that if one were to assume that “population migration events are always 
associated with population bottlenecks”, thereby increasing the possibility of 
the monophyletic character of the resulting population, and in the absence of no 
subsequent gene flow, then it might be possible to assume that gene trees reflect 
directly population history. 
It remains that, when using a fully resolved and unambiguous phylogeny of 
mitogenomes (full sequences), there are evident and varied geographical pat-
terns emerging according to the level of phylogenetic resolution (see Figure 2 
for an attempt of ostensive definition). It is common to broadly divide the 
mtDNA phylogeny into its main macrohaplogroups L, M and N, and their 
respective frequency map might explain why, especially in the case of macro-
Hg L and M. L lineages are mostly found in Sub-Saharan Africa, where they 
frequently encompass the entire mtDNA genetic pool of the populations in-
habiting there. Macrohaplogroup M, despite having a wider transitional region, 
is for his part very frequent in South and East Asia. In actuality, if one com-
bines frequencies and phylogeny (and its by-product diversity), one can 
tentatively posit that such and such hgs or sub-clades originated from a very 
localised (or not) region. It is easier to do so if the hg or sub-clade in case has a 
fairly restricted dispersal area and is nested within another one with itself a 
clear geographical spread. 
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Figure 2. Visual explanation of phylogeography. The upper part represents the phylo-
genetic tree of mtDNA as currently resolved (inspired and modified from phylotree.org 
(van Oven and Kayser 2009)). The boxes behind the branches follow the same colour 
codes as the frequency maps on the lower part. Only the frequency bars for the maps of 
macrohaplogroups N, R and all the L lineages [denoted L(xM,N)] go from 0 to 1 (that is 
0 to 100%), the others are individual to each macrohaplogroup/Hg. The maps are 
inspired by figure S1 from (Olivieri et al. 2006) and based on a revised and expanded 
data set drawn from Table S1 of the same publication. The dash line is the contour used 
to represent the break “line” of the Sahara. 
 
 
The phylogeographic approach is frequently used despite the caveats, limita-
tions and other considerations mentioned above. We shall indirectly address this 
in section 2.3. 
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2.2.2. Molecular clock 
Linus Pauling, besides being awarded twice a Nobel prize (in 1954 in chemistry 
for his research on the nature of the chemical bond and then in 1962 for Peace), 
was a chemist and biochemist (biochemist ⊆ chemist). He discovered, together 
with Émile Zuckerkandl, the first evidence of what would give rise to the mole-
cular clock theory by studying the protein sequences of haemoglobin and cyto-
chrome c in different species (Zuckerkandl and Pauling 1962). The idea of a 
protein molecular clock was formalised by Margoliash (Margoliash 1963) and 
the actual term of “Molecular evolutionary clock” introduced in a second publi-
cation by Zuckerkandl and Pauling in 1965 (Zuckerkandl and Pauling 1965). 
The ticking of the clock is actually the accumulation of mutations, one of the 
main evolutionary force, and the idea that a clock may be ticking at similar 
speed in different and distant organisms (that is these diverse lineages accumu-
late mutations at a similar rate) did not sit too well with many other scientists 
(see (Kumar 2005) and references therein for instance). Yet, it provided a fertile 
ground for further research and ideas, one of which turned out to be rather 
pivotal, when Motoo Kimura developed the neutral theory of molecular evolu-
tion (Kimura 1968). Together, these ideas constituted a new and powerful tool 
in biology. Although, as shown later by various studies ((Kumar 2005) and 
(Bromham and Penny 2003) for example provide more details on that), the 
clock is not to be taken as ticking regularly (far from it, it is rather stochastic, 
with mutation rates varying), it nonetheless proves to be an invaluable method 
for testing a large and varied horizon of hypotheses. 
Indeed, being able to situate diversity and events into a temporal frame adds 
an essential extra dimension. For calculating the human mtDNA mutation rate, 
two approaches have been used. The first one is based on pedigree, using 
parents/offspring pairs and counting the number of new mutations that emerge 
between generations (Heyer et al. 2001; Howell et al. 2003; Santos et al. 2008; 
Sigurgardottir et al. 2000). The second one is based on phylogeny, using an 
external calibration point, often coming from archaeological records, such the 
divergence time between chimpanzee-human or a well characterised human first 
settlement. An example of the latter is what led to the rate that was most fre-
quently used for HVS-I. Forster and colleagues (Forster et al. 1996), re-
appraising Native Americans mtDNA origins, derived their rate of one transi-
tion in every 20,180 years using a network-based method under the assumption 
that the expansion of haplogroup A2 occurred 11.3 KYA. But the HVS-I can be 
problematic, with parallel mutations (Tamura and Nei 1993), and varying sub-
stitution rates. Ingman et al. (Ingman et al. 2000) introduced a new rate that 
made use of the coding region mutations using 53 full sequences, and a human-
chimpanzee split of 5 Myr. Mishmar et al. (Mishmar et al. 2003) on the other 
hand used a human-chimpanzee of 6.5 Myr and 104 full sequences to derive 
their rate for the coding region. Unfortunately, the influence of selection was 
not properly acknowledged in its calculation. As a matter of fact, even in their 
study it was shown that non-synonymous mutations were not occurring evenly 
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on the mtDNA phylogenetic tree. This class of mutation are more prevalent in 
the terminal branches (Elson, Turnbull and Howell 2004; Moilanen and Maja-
maa 2003; Ruiz-Pesini et al. 2004) and amongst the younger clades (Kivisild et 
al. 2006). To remedy that, a rate taking into account only synonymous muta-
tions was introduced by Kivisild and colleagues (Kivisild et al. 2006). This rate 
was further refined in Loogväli et al (Loogvali et al. 2009). Addressing similar 
concerns, as well as considering the time-dependency of the mutation rate 
((Endicott et al. 2009; Loogvali et al. 2009) and references therein), a group 
extended their approach to the entire mtDNA molecule (Soares et al. 2009). 
This issue of time-dependency was also tackled in the study of Henn et al. 
(Henn et al. 2009). Endicott and Ho (Endicott and Ho 2008) explored the 
effects on the mutation rate of using different partitions of the mDNA, as well 
as these of using multiple internal calibrations versus the usual human-chim-
panzee split. There have also been studies leveraging ancient mtDNA from 
securely dated samples as calibration points, either using mtDNA from diverse 
hgs (Fu et al. 2013) or specifically Neolithic samples belonging to hg H from 
Central Europe (Brotherton et al. 2013). 
It is important to mention one potential crucial caveat regarding the use of 
the rho summary statistic () introduced in (Forster et al. 1996), which is fre-
quently used for converting most of these rates into actual dates. This scalar is 
not very robust to cases of deviation from idealised assumptions, such a cons-
tant population, or can be biased in the presence of natural selection and other 
rates variation (Cox 2008). Whilst its use remains nonetheless the standard 
approach in many mtDNA studies, this potential lack of robustness should be 
kept in mind. 
Controversies surrounding the mutation rate of mtDNA also exist for the 
chrY. Classically, when researchers were limited to typing only a handful of 
SNPs, they used a set of Short Tandem Repeats (STR) to calculate the coale-
scent estimates, but then they had to choose between using the “genealogical” 
rate measured in families/pedigrees (Heyer et al. 1997) or the evolutionary one 
(Zhivotovsky et al. 2004), the latter being threefold slower. With chrY sequen-
cing data, these two types of rate still exist, but they are much less further apart 
than for STRs, with the proposed use of a consensus envelope rate ((Bala-
novsky 2017) and reference therein). 
 
 
2.2.3. Coalescent theory and Bayesian Skyline Plot 
The coalescent theory is a mathematical theory, based on several stochastic 
models, that was introduced in the early 1980s. It is mainly attributed to King-
man (Kingman 1982a, Kingman, 1982 #2320; Kingman 1982b), who recounts 
its inception in (Kingman 2000), but it was also independently discovered by 
Hudson (Hudson 1983) and Tajima (Tajima 1983). One of the models on which 
it often relies is the Wright-Fisher model of neutral evolution. Further, it stems 
from the realization that it is generally easier to reconstruct the gene genealogy 
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of a population backward in time rather than forward in time, as forward simu-
lation would require to know all the sequences present in the current population 
(Jobling et al. 2014b; Nordborg 2001). The coalescent approach is based on two 
fundamentals insights. The first is that, if we assume variants to be selectively 
neutral, we can separate the genealogical process from the mutational one. We 
can simply reconstruct the gene genealogy and later on drop the mutations 
along the branches according to the mutation process and their probability to 
occur between parents and offspring. The second insight regards the modelling 
backward in time of the gene genealogy itself. It can be done so for only a 
group of individuals, not for the population as a whole (see Figure 3). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Coalescent approach. (A) Schematic representation of the genealogy of a 
population of constant size 10 through 9 generations. (B) The actual genealogy of the 
extant lineages. Even sampling only some samples from the whole population (green 
circles) gives access to its TMRCA. (C) The coalescent tree of the lineages sampled. 
(Figure freely based on Figure 6.12 from (Jobling et al. 2014b)) 
 
 
As we move backward in time, some lineages will share a same ancestor, i.e. 
they coalesce. The coalescent approach allows the description of the influence 
population genetic processes have on the shape of the genealogy of sampled 
gene sequences (Drummond et al. 2005). Several methods based on it have 
been developed to estimate different population genetics parameters under 
A B C
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various biological scenarios. One interesting estimate is Ne and its change 
through time. Ne can be measured as the rate of coalescence. The genealogy of a 
population of constant size and those of populations under expansion or 
contraction recently or since more ancient times are different. These differences 
are reflected in the distribution of the number of coalescent events through time. 
Analysing the variation of the rate of coalescence through time gives access to 
Ne and there are several methods developed to do so. 
The Bayesian Skyline Plot (BSP) approach is one of them and reconstructs 
past population dynamics using the framework of the coalescent theory (Drum-
mond et al. 2005); the method is implemented in the software BEAST (Drum-
mond and Rambaut 2007; Drummond et al. 2012). It draws on the variable 
population size coalescent model and is a refinement of the skyline plot intro-
duced earlier (Pybus and Rambaut 2002). The skyline plot model was intro-
duced to address the issue of the choice of the correct “demographic model”. A 
wrong choice could lead to biased and fallacious estimates. Using sequence data 
and a MCMC sampling procedure, the BSP gives the posterior distribution of 
effective population size through time. This addresses another issue which still 
affected the general skyline plot, which was taking into account the errors 
pertaining to reconstructing the phylogeny, as the estimates in the skyline plots 
methods were inferred on an estimated genealogy, not from the sampled gene 
sequences. The BSP not only incorporate these potential errors, it also includes 
the uncertainties inherent to the stochastic nature of the coalescent. Yet, a more 
fundamental assumption of the method, and indeed of the coalescent theory 
itself, might be often violated. As an extension of the Wright-Fisher model, a 
panmictic population is assumed, and applying the BSP to structured popula-
tions can lead to spurious results (Heller, Chikhi and Siegismund 2013), albeit 
in some specific cases. 
 
 
2.2.4. Analyses for revealing demographic  
history from autosomal data 
The first few methods are not strictly applied to autosomal data only. Many of 
them were indeed developed well before the advent of autosomal data sets, and 
are staples of many classical human population genetics studies. A crucial point 
to bear in mind is that methods rely on assumptions about the biological pro-
cesses that begot the data, and as such, if the actual processes underlying them 
depart from these assumptions, their interpretation is bound to be biased or 
could lead to erroneous inferences. 
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2.2.4.1. Nei’s standard genetic distance D and Fst 
Two frequently used methods of calculating genetic distances are Nei’s stan-
dard genetic distance D and Fst. Nei’s standard genetic distance D associates the 
probability of drawing two identical alleles from two different populations with 
the probability of drawing identical alleles from the same populations. Its values 
range from zero to infinity. Fst, a member of the fixation indices family, mea-
sures population differentiation caused by genetic structure by comparing the 
genetic diversity found within two subpopulations to the genetic diversity of the 
total population. Fst values vary from 0 to 1; 0 being no genetic differentiation 
between the subpopulations and tending towards 1 when they are highly diffe-
rentiated. The values are often presented in the form of a heat map, where it is 
visually easier to distinguish the substructure(s) revealing the potential sub-
populations. 
 
 
2.2.4.2. Principal Component Analysis, one of the go-to analyses 
The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical procedure that belongs 
to the multivariate type of analysis. It extracts principal components, also 
known as eigenvectors, one after another in such a way that they contain the 
largest possible uncorrelated variance present or remaining. As such, the first 
PCs are usually the ones plotted and shown, as they contain the highest indi-
vidual variance. PCA is nowadays usually performed using the covariance 
matrix of the genome-wide genotyping data, but it has also been applied to 
allele frequency data, such as mtDNA haplogroups frequencies. Although the 
method aims at extracting the maximum variance for each PC, in the case of 
genome-wide data, the overall variance explained by the first two or three PCs 
is frequently quite low. That can be intuitively understood by the total amount 
of “data point” included in the dataset itself, with, for instance, upwards of 
195,000 SNPs for each sample in (Novembre et al. 2008). Also, if the loci used 
are highly variable between the populations, the variance explained will likely 
be higher. It is important when applying PCA to genome-wide data to take into 
account the potential severe bias from the effect of linkage disequilibrium (LD). 
If SNPs in LD are not removed prior to the analysis, some of the PC may 
actually rather reveal long LD blocks than the actual sub-structure of interest; 
but that this can also be taken advantage of (see the use of co-ancestry matrix 
with fineSTRUCRURE in section 2.2.4.3). Sample sizes can have an impact as 
well; if one or more populations in the dataset are overly represented, it is their 
overall variance that will likely drive the loading of the eigenvectors, not that of 
the whole set (McVean 2009). To note also, whilst visually attractive, with 
possible clusters of discrete populations apparent, interspersed with admixed 
ones, PCA plots are not formally indicative of populations’ movements. Indeed, 
PCs have been used to generate synthetic maps, one most prominent example 
found in Cavalli-Sforza et al. (Cavalli-Sforza, Menozzi and Piazza 1994) with 
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the map of the first PC in Europe which has been used to support the hypothesis 
of the Neolithic demic diffusion. It has been shown ((Francois et al. 2010; No-
vembre and Stephens 2008)) that such gradients may arise inherently to the 
method. 
A closely related method, Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS), is also used 
sometimes, but it is conceptually different in that it aims at conserving the dis-
tances present in the dataset in the lower dimensions onto which they are re-
presented. 
 
 
2.2.4.3. Stacked charts, creative palettes,  
the realm of cluster analyses 
Cluster analysis underlies most popular admixture algorithms, grouping objects, 
or individuals in this case, into separate clusters. Amongst the algorithms avail-
able, the first described was STRUCTURE developed by Pritchard et al. (Prit-
chard, Stephens and Donnelly 2000), using a Bayesian framework, with later 
refined programs FRAPPE and ADMIXTURE introduced by Tang et al. (Tang 
et al. 2005) and Alexander et al. (Alexander, Novembre and Lange 2009) 
respectively. They expended the capacities of STRUCTURE, by notably using 
maximum likelihood approaches instead of MCMC. They are dealing with 
“global ancestry estimation”, that is they estimate what is the ancestry propor-
tion from each contributing population, but this proportion is taken as an 
average across the whole genome. The modelling assumptions are that the 
populations are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and that there is complete 
linkage equilibrium between the loci within the population. As such, the pro-
gramme will attempt to define groupings into population sample which maxi-
mize Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and minimizes LD. Based on their genetic 
similarity to the predefined K different clusters, the individuals will be assigned 
varying proportions of them. An individual can show a mosaic of the different 
K-s or sometimes only one of them. The number of K-s is predefined by the 
researcher, so one issue is which model (what number of K-s) best describe the 
genetic structure in the sample. One could use prior knowledge (or an educated 
guesstimate) regarding the putative number of postulated “ancestral” popula-
tions that gave rise to the extant populations of interest or simply run the algo-
rithm for a range of K clusters and calculate the fit of the different K-s to the 
real data. Different approaches have been used to calculate the fit (Alexander, 
Novembre and Lange 2009; Evanno, Regnaut and Goudet 2005; Pritchard, 
Stephens and Donnelly 2000), although a rigorous estimation of K represents a 
statistical challenge (Alexander, Novembre and Lange 2009; Falush 2016). Of 
course, whether a biologically significant number of clusters does exist needs to 
be kept in mind. One of its corollary is that interpreting the plots in terms of K 
true ancestral populations can likely become an over-interpretation. Another 
cautionary note in the interpretation of the ubiquitous bar plots is that the 
models on which they are based may “missed” more complex demographic 
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scenarios. For instance, Falush et al (Falush 2016) discuss three qualitatively 
different scenarios that give virtually identical ADMIXTURE plots when focu-
sing on 4 populations out of 12, with K=11. In the first case, ADMIXTURE 
correctly reconstructs the recent admixture of population P2 as being a mix of 
the other sampled populations P1, P3 and P4. But in the second case, it did not 
correctly reconstruct the scenario where population P2 was a mix of population 
P1 and one unsampled one (termed “ghost”), this ghost population being closely 
related to population P3. In the last scenario, ADMIXTURE fails to properly 
infer a very recent bottleneck, where population P1 is a sister population of P2, 
inferring a component unique to P1. That is something that can frequently hap-
pen in case of a population that has experienced strong genetic drift. It will 
quickly “receive” its own component, which in turn will be “sprinkled” to many 
other individuals. Beside these potential pitfalls, there is as well a more global 
issue about these STRUCTURE-like programs. They do not take any advantage 
of the position of the SNPs they are analysing. Indeed, one of the firsts steps in 
the pipeline is to remove SNPs in strong linkage disequilibrium; not doing so 
seriously impact the results. 
Exploiting the patterns of haplotype similarity, that is using SNPs that are in 
strong linkage disequilibrium allows reaching unprecedented finer levels of popu-
lation structure (Lawson et al. 2012). Roughly, each individual in the data set has 
its chromosomes reconstructed by copying chunks from the other individuals. 
This process is referred to as “chromosome painting”, and has been implemented 
in CHROMOPAINTER (Lawson et al. 2012). The results can be summarised in a 
co-ancestry matrix that encapsulates practically all the information used by PCA 
and STRUCTURE-like programs which treat markers independently. Conversely, 
when the LD information is taken into account, fine scale population structure can 
be distinguished by running the program fineSTRUCTURE on the co-ancestry 
matrix calculated by CHROMOPAINTER. Another powerful extension to the 
latter was developed by Hellenthal et al (Hellenthal et al. 2014) with GLOBE-
TROTTER, a program able to identify, date and describe potential admixture 
events that could have occurred within the last  4.5 KY. 
 
 
2.3. Why, how why? 
After all these prolegomena, one would be well placed to enquire: “What is this 
all about?”. Indeed, stringing together facts after facts, methods after methods, 
theories after theories does not necessarily render any clearer what is this all 
about. It all pertains to population genetics studies, where we are studying, as its 
name implies, populations, and in our specific case, human populations. And 
even more restrictively here through primarily mtDNA and its reconstructed 
phylogeny. But it is actually inscribed within the more global framework of 
evolution, where technical advances together with new ideas and theories 
allowed (and continue to do so) refining our understanding of how it acts and 
has shaped the biological world as we observe it. Ideas and theories raise 
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questions, and as alluded in the introduction, and here and there above, we seek 
to answer some of these questions by studying mtDNA. 
As an example of the usefulness of mtDNA and its phylogeny, before later 
on expanding our scope, we may recount how it came to shed some light on a 
central question that was hotly debated: where did Homo sapiens originate? 
Paleoanthropologists and anthropologists were arguing over two main compe-
ting hypotheses: the multiregional hypothesis (Wolpoff, Wu and Thorne 1984) 
and the Out of Africa one (or “Noah’s ark” at its inception (Howells 1976)) 
(Stringer and Andrews 1988); OoA for short. The former proposed that the 
human species arose around two million years ago and that the transition from 
H. erectus and Neanderthals to H. sapiens took place in different places. In the 
latter one however, this transition took place in Africa and it is these humans 
that then went on to colonise the rest of world, replacing the existing hominins 
there. Enters genetics. 
Whilst mtDNA sequence had already been resolved (section 2.1.1), se-
quencing in the early 80’s was not as easy as it is nowadays, and the standard 
way of studying mtDNA diversity was by doing Restriction Fragment Length 
Polymorphism (RFLP) analysis. Some of the early studies include the one from 
Wesley M. Brown in 1980 (Brown 1980), which already extolled the possibi-
lities offered by such method, stating “[…] this method of analysis makes 
possible the investigation of many questions concerning human population 
genetics, evolution, and recent history”. Interestingly, one of its conclusion was 
that Homo sapiens could have experienced a serious bottleneck event “as 
recently as 180,000 years ago”. It also introduced the concept of morphs, that is 
the patterns obtained after digestion by endonuclease enzymes, an ancestor of 
kind of the later haplotypes routinely analysed now. This study was quickly 
followed by that of Denaro et al. (Denaro et al. 1981) using 235 individuals, 
classified as Caucasians, Orientals and Africans. From the 6 morphs revealed 
and their respective frequency, they suggested that Asia played a central role in 
the radiations of human ethnic groups. But probably the study that had the 
biggest impact of the multiregional versus OoA debate is that of Rebecca L. 
Cann and colleagues published on 1 January 1987 in Nature (Cann, Stoneking 
and Wilson 1987), which led to the famous front cover of Newsweek of 11 
January 1988, depicting an Adam and Eve of African appearance in the Garden 
of Eden. Studying 147 individuals, they reconstructed a phylogenetic mtDNA 
tree using the parsimony principles. The tree shown two major branches, the 
most divergent one (hence most ancient) comprising only African samples. The 
conclusion drawn from the tree structure was that modern human populations 
had an African origin. 
Although relying on RFLP only, the basic structure they found, whereby the 
deepest and oldest branches are restricted to Africa, has stood the test of time 
(see (Behar et al. 2008)). Throughout the following years, the phylogenetic tree 
of mtDNA has been improved. After being “restricted” to RFLP, researchers 
started to use a combination of RFLP and sequencing HVS-I ((Torroni et al. 
1993a; Torroni et al. 1993b) among the early ones), to finally simply 
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sequencing the whole mtDNA (Ingman and Gyllensten 2001). But this conti-
nuous improvement was often not the sole aim of the studies, if at all. It came 
together with addressing wider questions, such as, amongst others, the peopling 
of Americas and the relation of Native Americans with aboriginal Siberians in 
the two Torroni et al. references just cited. The power of mtDNA and its phy-
logeny has been, and still is, applied in different ways. It can be used to describe 
in a general way a population or populations of interest and by placing the 
resulting gene pool in a broader context, we can answer whether or not some 
potential migrations occurred, via the sharing of identical haplotypes for instan-
ce. In that particular case, using full sequences leaves less room for criticism 
than more intermediate level of phylogenetic resolution. It is also possible to 
focus only on some specific hgs, and, through molecular date estimates, to con-
nect them to major climatic events like in the case of the Last Glacial Maximum 
(Torroni et al. 2001). These are simply but a few illustrative examples, and they 
are equally valid regarding the chrY, revealing then the genetic legacy of the 
male lineages. And by combining both, it is possible to see if there exists some 
discordance between them. An elegant example of this possibility is the study 
by Karmin et al. (Karmin et al. 2015) that shown a recent and strong bottleneck 
of the chrY lineages, which is not seen in mtDNA. One can also reveal the 
different influences leading to the contemporary make-up of the male and 
female gene pools, as in (Chaubey et al. 2017; Silva et al. 2017) for recent 
examples focusing on South Asia. 
It is important to mention that whilst one of the tenets of phylogeography is 
that we can decipher ancient movements by studying extant populations (refer 
to section 2.2.1.1 for a critical view about this claim), there exists also a more 
straightforward approach, namely to directly study ancient DNA. In that regard, 
mtDNA is particularly suitable given the number of mtDNA copies present in a 
cell and was therefore the target of choice in the infancy of the field of what can 
be called archaeogenetics (although the number of samples to draw conclusion 
on were low in the beginning). To cite just a few major discoveries from a 
mtDNA perspective, we may start with the studies by Krings and colleagues. 
They sequenced the entire HVR-I of the Neanderthal-type specimen (Krings et 
al. 1997), followed by the HVR-II few years after (Krings et al. 1999). They 
showed in the first study that the Neanderthal sequence fell outside the variation 
of modern humans. And as the estimated common ancestor of Neanderthal and 
modern human mtDNA was four times that of the common ancestor of human 
mtDNAs, they suggested that “Neandertals went extinct without contributing 
mtDNA to modern humans”, a suggestion confirmed by the results of the 
second study (but more about Neanderthal and its legacy in modern humans 
below). As a second example, recall the study of Richards et al. (Richards et al. 
2000) cited in section 2.2.1.1., which reached the conclusions that the majority 
of the mtDNA lineages found in today’s European populations entered Europe 
via several waves during the Upper Palaeolithic and that less than one-quarter 
can be related to a Neolithic influx. They were to some extent confirmed by the 
studies of Haak and colleagues (Haak et al. 2005; Haak et al. 2010) who studied 
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samples associated with the earliest farming culture in Europe, the Linear 
Pottery Culture or LBK. They found that many of the early Neolithic farmers 
had mtDNA lineages that are related to modern-day Near-East and Anatolia, but 
that most of these lineages are now almost absent from modern European, thus 
favouring a Palaeolithic ancestry for them. Yet, this is where we reach a 
decisive turnaround, one in which NGS has played a pivotal role. By its very 
principle of amplifying small fragments of DNA, that technology proved to be 
particularly suitable for studying ancient DNA, and not simply mtDNA, but the 
actual entire genome; quality of the preservation allowing. To say that it led to a 
slight change in how we view our past history would be a prime example of 
understatement. 
I shall not give a comprehensive description (see (Skoglund and Mathieson 
2018) to this end), but highlight only a few that are a relevant segue to the ones 
above. In that regard, if the sequencing the first one million base pairs Neander-
thal DNA (Green et al. 2006) was a great achievement, the draft sequence based 
on three individuals (Green et al. 2010) had a profound implication on the OoA. 
Whilst it was believed that modern humans left Africa and went on to colonise 
the rest of World, strictly replacing the archaic hominin, some of the analyses’ 
results showed that Neanderthals shared more genetic variants with present-day 
humans living in Eurasia than with those in sub-Saharan Africa. This suggests 
that there actually has been gene flow from Neanderthals into what was the 
ancestors of non-Africans. And Neanderthals were not alone. After sequencing 
the DNA extracted from a phalanx bone found in the Denisova cave of South 
Siberia, the resulting archaic hominin sequence revealed that more archaic 
introgression took place, this time mostly found amongst present-day Mela-
nesians (Reich et al. 2010). This lead Svante Pääbo to speak of “leaky replace-
ment” as quoted in an article from Ann Gibbons in Science (Gibbons 2011). 
The resulting picture of the origin of modern humans has been radically trans-
formed by these studies, and the models of the dispersal of modern humans are 
being further refined with the continuous sequencing of ancient individuals. 
Such one regards Europe and Western Eurasia. To put it ever so briefly, the 
present-day Europeans are not simply direct descendants of Palaeolithic hunter-
gathers sprinkled with some Neolithic farmers, nor the result of a massive Neo-
lithic wave of advance. They are the results of at least three admixture events 
(Lazaridis et al. 2014), and the finer grain picture is temporally and geo-
graphically more intricate (see (Skoglund and Mathieson 2018) and references 
therein). 
In summary, it is possible to probe human past and recent demographic 
events through the study mtDNA and various ad hoc methods developed in a 
rigorous theoretical framework. It has proved to be a powerful tool that pro-
vided oftentimes robust evidence, such as in the case of the OoA hypothesis. 
But as is equally evident from above, it has some inherent limitations, and it is 
important to not forget about them when reading about results inferred from it. 
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3. AIMS OF THE STUDY 
As described in the previous chapter, mtDNA allows to answer questions about 
population dynamics and history. REFs I, II and IV of this thesis use the extant 
genetic pool to do so whilst REF III focusses on two specific hgs. 
Their respective aims are as follows: 
 
 REF I 
o To describe the Ethiopian and Yemeni mtDNA gene pool using high-
resolution phylogenetic analysis 
o To explore potential events of gene flow across the Red and Arabian Seas 
 
 REF II 
o To characterise French mtDNA gene pool and put it in the European 
context 
o To explore the possible peculiarities of two more restricted part of 
France, Brittany and the Basque country, and to see if they may reflect 
some specific connections 
 
 REF III 
o To characterise in details the phylogenies of hgs U6 and M1 
o To explore when and where their sub-clades and themselves originated to 
elucidate their claimed shared history 
o To put these expansion events into an archaeological and linguistic 
perspective 
 
 REF IV 
o To describe the mtDNA and chrY gene pools of the Pashtuns, Tajiks, 
Hazaras, Uzbeks and Turkmen of the Afghan Hindu Kush and to geno-
type of subset of them 
o To see if the different genomes reveal a similar story 
o To ascertain whether the Hindu Kush, and more globally Central Asia, 
was a site from which some human migrations originated or rather 
through which these latter ones transited. 
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4. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
The details regarding the origin of the samples and the methods used for their 
analyses are described in the respective publications forming the basis of the 
present dissertation. 
All the DNA samples were obtained from unrelated volunteers after re-
ceiving informed consent in accordance with the guidelines of the ethical com-
mittees of the institutions involved. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, I shall present separately the main results and conclusion for 
each of the four articles composing this thesis. After the presentation of the re-
sults, I will give a very succinct overview of selected articles published sub-
sequently using similar type of data, if available, and which may bring a new 
perspective on the questions or further support the central conclusions exposed 
before. 
 
 
5.1. Ethiopia and the continuous “Out of and into Africa” 
around the Bab-el-Mandeb; and beyond (Ref. I) 
The then 
By characterising the mtDNA pool of Ethiopians and Yemeni using a high-
resolution phylogenetic approach, we sought to determine if those pools ref-
lected the enduring connections around the Bab-el-Mandeb supported by 
archaeological and historical evidence, but in a more recent time frame than the 
OoA. We also put the observed variation into a broader geographical context, 
extending our comparison panel to the rest of Africa and the Near East. 
On a very general level, the Ethiopian and Yemeni mtDNA compositions 
are broadly similar, almost half and half of hgs usually described as sub-
Saharan and Western Eurasian. This is reflected on a Multidimensional scaling 
plot (using the Fst values based on hg frequencies) where they cluster together, 
between North West Africa/the Near East on one side and sub-Saharan Africa/ 
Mozambique on the other. One notable feature on the plot is that even though 
the Ethiopian samples were grouped according to their ethnic affiliation 
(reflecting the Semitic and Cushitic speaking populations), they still nonetheless 
clustered together. The place of the Yemeni mirrors the results of the estimated 
admixture proportions, with a predominant Ethiopian origin along with ad-
mixture from the Near East. However, these results do not accommodate the 
temporality, nor the potential more precise origins of the lineages involved. To 
focus solely on the last thousands of years, only lineages that were exact 
matches or one step-derivative were considered for a phylogeographic founder 
analysis. 
The diversity we observed in the composition of sub-Saharan hgs was 
different between Ethiopia and Yemen. Concentrating on the Yemeni angle, we 
showed it reflected three different passages. The first was indicated by exact 
haplotype matches with south-eastern Africa samples, likely the result of the 
Arab slave trade from there. The second is that the eastward gene flow must 
have been fairly minor given the low level of haplotypes of Hgs L0-L6 shared 
between Ethiopians and Yemenis. Hg L6, first defined in this study, is the third 
passage but an intriguing one given its high frequency and no close match at 
that time. 
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The makeup of hgs of western Eurasian origin in Ethiopia is markedly diffe-
rent between the north-eastern and the south-central samples in the case of 
lineages belonging to macroHg N. The former is the Tigrinya region, where 
Hgs HV, TJ, U, N1 and W are more frequent. However, they have few exact 
matches with southern Arabia, a feature that is actually also found amongst the 
other Ethiopian samples. This shows that Semitic influences from southern 
Arabia is weakly supported by our data. Indeed, several of the N lineages found 
in Ethiopia are also found in Near East, the Caucasus and North Africa. 
Overall, on a very general level, the Ethiopian and Yemeni gene pools may 
appear to reflect extensive gene flow between them given their very similar 
proportion of sub-Sharan and western Eurasian mtDNA hgs. Yet, when looking 
at lineages, a very different picture is drawn, showing that they were influenced 
by different sources. 
 
After-publication service 
Yemen has been studied in several publications. In their 2008 study, Cerny and 
his colleagues analysed Yemeni samples from 4 different locations (Cerny et al. 
2008). They showed that the western samples had closer affinities with Middle 
Eastern and North African samples despite the geographical proximity to East 
Africa. It was the more eastern Hadramawt samples that showed a higher close-
ness to East Africa, with parts of their sub-Sharan fraction likely reflecting the 
Arabian slave trade. A subsequent study using an increased number of Yemeni 
samples and a wider comparative data set reached broadly similar results 
(Cerny et al. 2016). The study of Rowold et al. (Rowold et al. 2007) of Yemeni 
samples pointed to a limited gene flow, rather ancient, through the Horn of 
Africa. On the other hand, using Bayesian analyses, Vyas et al. (Vyas et al. 
2016) have shown 4 migrations, with the first two, during the Holocene, in-
volving the Horn of Africa at large. The first one is linked to the Arabian slave 
trade, a connection also revealed in the study of Fernandes et al. (Fernandes et 
al. 2015). 
Ethiopia has also been a starting point for some studies. The analyses by 
Boattini et al. (Boattini et al. 2013) revealed a cluster that is widespread in 
Ethiopia, comprising other populations speaking Afro-Asiatic languages, with 
affinities with Yemen and Egypt, which they interpreted as evidence for Ethio-
pia to have acted a primary hub for recent human migrations. Using autosomal 
data, Pagani et al. (Pagani et al. 2012) showed a strong genetic structuring in 
East Africa and also that the non-African component found in Ethiopians likely 
represented gene flow that originated in the Levant, not in southern Arabia, 
around ≈ 3 KYA. However, in the study Hodgson et al. (Hodgson et al. 2014), 
this latter conclusion is contested, the authors arguing for the non-African 
component being much older. 
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5.2. Filling some gaps in the European mitochondrial 
landscape (Ref. II) 
The then 
We were interested in describing first the mtDNA gene pool of France in the 
European context and secondly, through a detailed and localised sampling based 
on historical regions, to see if there exists some sub-variation within France, with 
a focus on two specific regions. We genotyped in total 868 mtDNA genomes and 
combined them with previously published French samples. 
A PCA plot using the overall frequencies of hgs found in France reveals 
that its variation places it close to its immediate neighbours (Figure S1). This 
essentially reflects the overall homogeneity of the European mtDNA gene pool 
when using a broad classification of hgs. 
Within France itself, regions show some degrees of separation, with some 
outliers, specially Bearn and Provence, yet the latter position might be better 
explained by low sample size than by a real peculiar composition (Figure 2a, 
Table S1). 
When focusing on two specific French regions, Bearn and Brittany, placed 
into the European context, some features were apparent. 
In the case of the French Basques (the French Basque country overlaps with 
Bearn), on the PC plot (Figure 2b) it is interesting to see that in the first com-
ponent, both French and Spanish Basques are driven towards an extreme, whilst 
in the second component, they are driven apart. The similarity lies in the high 
prevalence of hg H among both, whereas they are drastically dissimilar for the 
occurrence of the hgs U5/T (high among Spanish Basques) and hgs U4/J (high 
among French Basques). Noteworthy within hg J is the sub-clade J1c, of likely 
Near Eastern origin, which is particularly prevalent among French Basques. 
This, taken together with the fact that sub-clade T1, linked with the Neolithic 
diffusion, is only present among French Basques, questions the use of the whole 
Basques population as a representative set of the Palaeolithic European mtDNA 
gene pool (Dupanloup et al. 2004). Also, these discrepancies show that, 
although Basques share a common language, genetic drift acting on semi-iso-
lated populations in valleys as in the case of Lapurdi, together with possible 
admixture from different sources, such factors were strong enough to leave a 
visible impact in the overall mtDNA diversity of the Basques. 
Brittany shares obvious connections with the Celtic world, with various 
migration waves coming from the British Isles, but chiefly through its language. 
Breton belongs to the Brythonic branch, a branch also comprising Welsh. Gene-
tically, some similarities are also present, for instance the high prevalence of hg 
I in Finistère and the British Isles, mirroring that of the cystic fibrosis mutation 
G551D (Cashman et al. 1995). Beside the British Isles, some connections also 
exist with Scandinavia in respect to hg U5a, hg very frequent in Scandinavia 
and in Finistère, but at this level of resolution it is hard to clearly resolve the 
directionality of its occurrence here; is it through Vikings invasion or is it a 
remnant of the colonization of northern Europe after the Last Glacial 
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Maximum. This connection is also revealed by the similar repartition of the 
chemokine receptor CCR5 variants (Libert et al. 1998). 
 
After-publication service 
Whilst France as a whole may not have received again some further attention 
(see below for an exception of sort), the same cannot be said of the Basques. To 
start on a specific note, and tempering our results regarding the J1c clade 
amongst French Basques, the study by Cardoso et al. (Cardoso et al. 2011) 
found a high prevalence of this sub-clade in Basques from Navarre. Broadening 
the focus, the study of Martínez-Cruz and colleagues (Martinez-Cruz et al. 
2012) in particular sought to address some of what they considered short-
comings from the multitudinous previous studies dealing with Basques’ origins. 
Their conclusion was that the genetic structure found in present day Basques 
was mostly shaped during pre-Roman time, the result of tribal structuring 
connected to geography. They subsequently were less influenced by later gene 
flows that affected the surrounding regions, but yet still fall within the overall 
genetic Western European pool. That less pronounced influence could therefore 
make them potential representatives of older European populations. Several 
other studies support this notion; the one from Behar and colleagues (Behar et 
al. 2012a) showed a degree of genetic continuity with the preceding Paleolithic/ 
Mesolithic settlers, as the one from Carodoso et al. (Cardoso et al. 2013). Using 
ancient DNA, a similar conclusion was reached in Palencia-Madrid et al. 
(Palencia-Madrid et al. 2017), although they noted that “Iberians [Basques] 
might have been less affected by the Neolithic mitochondrial lineages”. 
Regarding Brittany, no further mtDNA study exist. Yet, the connections 
brought forth in Ref. II between Brittany and other Celtic regions have been 
further highlighted in different studies, but we will limit ourselves here to 
autosomal data. For instance, in the exception alluded above (Karakachoff et al. 
2015), two cohorts of individuals from Western France were studied using the 
Axiom Genome-Wide CEU-1 Array. The authors showed a level of fine-scale 
population structure, as well as of low level of differentiation between Bretons 
and Irish at genome-side level and especially in the lactase region and HLA 
complex. In the study of Leslie et al. (Leslie et al. 2015), the group they named 
FRA14 comprises mostly samples from around the region of Rennes, an im-
portant city in Brittany. Pertinent here is the fact that this group “has its highest 
contributions in all western clusters (Cornwall, the three Welsh clusters, the 
cluster spanning Northern Ireland and western Scotland)”, all regions of Celtic 
heritage. 
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5.3. Revisiting the North-African specific mtDNAs legacy 
(Ref. III) 
The then 
In this study, we refined the phylogenies of hgs M1 and U6 and used a cor-
rected mutation rate in order to reassess the temporal aspect of their dispersal. 
Several studies had focused on either or both; one crucial point in them was 
the claim of a southwest Asian origin for both hgs (Gonzalez et al. 2007; Maca-
Meyer et al. 2003; Olivieri et al. 2006; Pereira et al. 2010). The updated phylo-
genetic trees and networks (Additional files 2-5 of Ref. III) drawn using our 
samples and the literature did not unequivocally support a southwestern Asian 
origin, that is M1 and U6 respective phylogeny are not rooted in a clade with 
distinct southwestern Asian origin. Further, none of their immediate sub-clades 
bifurcating from their root also shown a clear southwestern Asian tropism. This 
does not discard southwestern Asia as their place of origin; indeed, it still 
remains the most likely option, the simple fact is that there is no “hard” evi-
dence for it, and it may remain forever elusive, unless some aDNA findings 
were to shed some light on this. 
Another particular point was the timing (and to some extent the place) of M1 
and U6 earliest expansions. As briefly discusses in section 2.2.2 and in Ref. III, 
the earlier studies relied on a method of molecular dating that was shown to be 
prone to over-estimation (Endicott et al. 2009; Loogvali et al. 2009; Soares et 
al. 2009), point partially addressed in the study by Pereira et al. (Pereira et al. 
2010). Using the “Kivisild” mutation rate (Kivisild et al. 2006) refined in the 
study of Loogväli et al. (Loogvali et al. 2009), younger ages than previous 
studies were indeed obtained, with 32.8 ± 7.0 KYA for U6 and 28.9 ± 7.6 KYA 
for M1; ages, especially for M1, that cannot be easily reconciled with the Early 
Upper Palaeolithic expansion time put forth by Olivieri et al. (Olivieri et al. 
2006). 
This coalescent age discrepancy is only one of further evidences against a 
potential mimicry between expansion times of M1 and U6 that was put forth 
(Gonzalez et al. 2007; Olivieri et al. 2006; Pereira et al. 2010). The difference is 
also highlighted in the BSP (Drummond et al. 2005) analyses (Figure 3; Ref III) 
where it is visible that the mean curves of expansion times of the two hgs are 
hardly overlapping. Although both hgs seems to have experienced two more 
pronounced expansion phases, their intensity and timing do not overlap at all. 
Yet, a common feature is that U6 and M1 mostly expanded within North 
(East) Africa. Few of their sub-clades can be tentatively associated with known 
archaeological industries. For instance, with a probable origin in North West 
Africa, together with the calculated coalescent ages around ≈20-22 KYA, U6a1 
and M1b would slightly predate or coincide with the flourishing of the 
Iberomaurusian industry in the Maghreb (Barich and Garcea 2008; Barton et al. 
2008; Merzoug and Sari 2008). In the same region, at around ≈10-11 KYA, 
U6b and M1b1 expansions coincide with the Caspian Industry (Barker et al. 
2015; Barton et al. 2008; Garcea and Giraudi 2006). 
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Also, we investigated if there was a link between M1 and/or U6 dispersal(s) 
and that of the Afro-Asiatic languages. Such claims have been put forth earlier 
(Forster 2004; Forster and Romano 2007; Gonzalez et al. 2007; Maca-Meyer et 
al. 2003; Olivieri et al. 2006), but were never actually tested. Mantel tests show 
that for U6 together with M1; as a whole, or for U6 alone, no correlation exists 
between geography and language. However, such correlation does exist for M1 
alone, and more particularly for M1a. Yet, if the genetic evidences may point 
towards a correlation between the spread of AA languages and M1a; hg with a 
likely East African origin, this does not discard the other linguistic hypothesis 
that posits an origin for AA languages in the Middle East. 
 
After-publication service 
Couple of years after the publication of Ref. III, Secher and colleagues (Secher 
et al. 2014) published a study focusing solely on U6, almost doubling the 
number of full sequences and considerably increasing the partially genotyped 
samples. This latter effort allowed them to turn their attention to some specific 
migrations events, such as U6 contribution to the American Continent. How-
ever, the major conclusions reached in their study largely confirmed the 
findings of Ref. III. The results of an ancient DNA study are also in line with 
our coalescent estimates (using a different mutation rate) and “asynchronous 
increase” in U6 and M1 Ne (van de Loosdrecht et al. 2018), whilst a second 
added further evidence to the prevalence of U6 and M1 amongst early 
inhabitants of North Africa (Fregel et al. 2018). 
 
 
5.4. The Hindu Kush region of Afghanistan,  
vortex of various sources (Ref. IV) 
The then 
In this study, we present the results of more than 500 samples from 5 different 
ethnic origins (Pashtun, Tajik, Hazara, Uzbek and Turkmen) collected around 
the Hindu Kush region in Afghanistan. We characterised their mtDNA and 
chrY gene pools, and also genotyped a subset of 5 samples from each popula-
tion (only 4 for Turkem) and put these results in the geographical context. 
The autosomal analyses reveal a relative homogeneity between the different 
ethnic groups. The Fst distances between these groups, despite different linguis-
tic affiliations, are rather small, even smaller than that with similar ethnic groups 
from neighbour countries (Figure S4 in Ref. IV). The PCA analysis (Figure 3 in 
Ref. IV) shows a slightly less compact cluster for the Hindu Kush population, 
while retaining a very strong geographic overlook, with Central Asian popula-
tions forming a loose cluster in the middle of the two components. Again, the 
East Asian component present in the Hazaras, likely brought during the Mongols 
invasion, is seen by their position closer the Mongols and East Asia as compared 
to their direct geographic neighbours. Congruent with the PCA, plotting several 
of the ancestry components (AC) resulting from the ADMIXTURE analysis 
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(Figure 2 in Ref. IV) exhibits the role of crossroad of Central Asia. Most 
notably, there is no AC that shows a clear Central Asian tropism, but rather 
many ACs converge towards Central Asia, or stop short of it. There is a rather 
strong sub-continental structuring in their repartition, which is also somewhat 
reminiscent of broad linguistic affiliations, a correlation lost at the level of the 
Hindu Kush populations. Indeed, looking at the more traditional bar plot way 
(Figures S1 and S2 in Ref. IV), the finer structure of the Hindu Kush popula-
tions can be seen, and there is no distinct difference explainable by linguistic 
amongst them. Their relative homogeneity, and that of Central Asia more gene-
rally, is once more plainly apparent. This homogeneity can tentatively be ex-
plained via the Inner Asian Mountain Corridor framework put forth by Frachetti 
(Frachetti 2012), where a common hunter-gatherer background sees extensive 
inter-regional pastoralism, with effect of geography playing a more major role 
than language, even in the light of major influx, like that of the Iranian origin 
supported by archaeological evidence (DQ 2009; Fuller 2007) and the Y 
chromosome hg J2a1-Page55 distribution (Table S6 in Ref. IV). 
From a mitochondrial perspective, there are some differences between the 
different ethnic groups and even amongst themselves when compare to other 
populations with similar ethnic affiliation in other countries. One notable 
feature is the higher prevalence of typical East Eurasian mtDNA hgs among 
Hazaras, mirroring what can be seen from the chrY with C3b2b1-M401 (see 
below). When explored using a factorial analysis with several other populations, 
the global factors influencing the first two axes are the regional specific hgs, 
resulting in a triangular distribution. This distribution of the clusters reflects 
linguistic affiliations of the populations (Figure S6A-C in Ref. IV), clusters 
which are less pronounced when looking at the geographical origin, especially 
in the case of Central Asia. 
Regarding the chrY, we refined the topology of hg C3-PK2, linked with the 
Mongol invasion (Zerjal et al. 2003). Two new SNPs allow to divide C3-PK2 
into C3a-M386 and C3b-M532; into which all our C3-PK2 samples fall. C3b-
M532 is also further divided downstream, most notably C3b2b1-M401 that en-
compasses the Mongol ‘star cluster’ YSTR haplotype and is found in Afghan 
Hazara, Mongols as well as in Kyrgyz. This refined phylogeny should help 
narrowing down the descendants of the Mongol invasions. 
What transpires from the different analyses is that, notwithstanding the clear 
diverse linguistic and ethnic diversity of the Hindu Kush populations studied, 
their underlying gene pools are broadly similar. They reflect gene flow from 
West and East Eurasia, as well as from South Asia, through post-glacial expan-
sions; for instance, stemming from the Fertile Crescent in the early Neolithic 
times. Later, more recent layers, have also left an imprint as seen with the 
“historical” example of the Hazaras. 
 
After-publication service 
A study published in 2018 (Peng et al. 2018) presented samples from the Pamir 
populations, located north-east of the Hindu Kush range. The authors also did 
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not find any basal lineages in Central Asia, further reinforcing the findings that 
Central Asians are the results of “an East-West Eurasian admixture”. The study 
of Jeong and colleagues (Jeong et al. 2019) has a much broader geographical 
focus, yet some of these results, particularly Figure 4 and the conspicuous 
absence of a Central Asian group in the GLOBETROTTER, are also in line 
with our main conclusions. The connection between Central Asia and the Mon-
gol empire has also been addressed several times in subsequent studies, 
amongst others (Hellenthal et al. 2014; Yunusbayev et al. 2015). 
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6. CONCLUSION 
If one were inclined to forgo reading the previous chapter, below are the main 
conclusions: 
 
REF I 
 The global proportion of Eurasian and African specific lineages is almost 
identical in Ethiopian and Yemeni mtDNA gene pool. 
 The study of haplotypes reveals finer details, such as lineages in South 
Arabia linked to East Africa and the higher abundance of N lineages of 
western Eurasian origin in northeast Ethiopia. 
 
REF II 
 The overall mtDNA variation of France meshes in the European context. 
 The Basques north of the Pyrénées exhibit genetic features differentiating 
them from Basque on the south side. 
 Finistère displays tighter connections with Britain and Scandinavia than 
the other administrative departments of Brittany. 
 
REF III 
 The respective phylogenies of haplogroups M1 and U6 do not support a 
clear southwestern Asian origin. 
 The expansion times and putative locations of occurrence of their sub-
clades largely do not overlap. 
 No strong correlations between the spread of Afro-Asiatic languages and 
both haplogroups were found. 
 
REF IV 
 The Afghan Hindu Kush reflects the notion that Central Asia has been a 
long-standing cross-road of multiple waves of migrations, each leaving 
perceptible traces in nowadays different genomes of various ethnic popu-
lations. 
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SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN 
Uidates mtDNA fülogeneesi radadel; essee väikeste 
kõrvalepõigetega sellest, mida see meile inimese 
migratsioonidest kõnelda võib 
(Mõned) Inimesed on loomu poolest väga uudishimulikud ning pole tavatu, et 
neid huvitavad küsimused sellest, kust me tuleme. Neile küsimustele saab vas-
tuseid otsida populatsioonigeneetika raamistikku kasutades. Populatsioonide ja 
nende päritolu kohta tekkinud küsimustele vastamiseks on populatsioonigenee-
tikal kasutada tõhus ja püsivalt arenev teooriate ja meetodite mahukas pakett. 
 Põhiline algmaterjal vastuste otsimisel – nagu populatsioonigeneetika ni-
mestki tuletub – on genoom. Lõviosa inimgenoomist asub rakutuumas, kust 
leiame 23 kromosoomipaari. Üks paaridest on sugukromosoomid, neid nime-
tatakse X ja Y kromosoomideks, teised aga autosoomid. Y kromosoom on 
ainult meestel, naistel on kaks X kromosoomi. Ülejäänud väike osa genoomist 
asub rakuorganellis – mitokondris – ja seda nimetatakse mitokondriaalseks 
DNAks (mtDNA). Erinevate genoomi osade pärandumise täiesti erinev laad 
mängib nende mitmekesisuse tõlgendamisel otsustavat rolli. Y kromosoom ja 
mtDNA päranduvad vanemalt järglasele haploidsena, vaid isalt või emalt. 
Veelgi enam – Y kromosoom ja mtDNA, erinevalt ülejäänud genoomist, ei 
rekombineeru. See omadus teeb Y kromosoomi ja mtDNA fülogeneesi rekonst-
rueerimiseks äärmiselt sobilikuks ja autosoomidega võrreldes suhteliselt  liht-
saks. Lisaväärtuseks on, et saadud fülogeneesipuud peegeldavad spetsiifiliselt 
meie ema- ja isaliinide genealoogiat.   
 Fülogeneesipuu rekonstrueerimine on ainult esimene samm, seda täiendavad 
teised analüüsid. Lähtudes molekulaarse kella kontseptsioonist on meil või-
malik fülogeneesipuu erinevate harude, millele sageli viidatakse kui haplogrup-
pidele, ligikaudne ekspansiooniaeg välja arvutada. Kui kombineerime haplo-
gruppide vanuse nende geograafilise levikumustriga (fülogeograafia), saame 
fülogeneesipuule lisada ajalis-ruumilise mõõtme. Populatsioonide migratsioone 
puudutavatele küsimustele vastuste otsimisel aitab meid geneetiliste andmete 
kõrval muu teave, millest enim kasutatakse paleoantropoloogia, arheoloogia, 
ajaloo ja keeleteaduse teadmisi. Tänu neile saame me seniseid hüpoteese täien-
dada või isegi uusi püstitada ja neid siis geneetiliste andmete valguses testida. 
Kui kõik nimetatu on arvesse võetud, peaksime olema võimelised ütlema, 
kust meie poolt uuritavad populatsioonid tulnud on ning meil tekivad head või-
malused ka vaadeldava mitmekesisuse põhjuste lahti seletamiseks. Käesolev 
doktoritöö koosneb neljast uurimistööst, mis tuginevad ülalpool väga põgusalt 
kirjeldatud kontseptsioonile ja mille põhilised tulemused näitavad alljärgnevat: 
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REF I 
 Euraasiale ja Aafrikale iseloomulike liinide üldine osakaal on Etioopia ja 
Jeemeni mtDNA geenitiigis identne. 
 Haplotüüpide uurimine toob esile täpsemad detailid, näiteks on Lõuna-
Araabia liinid seotud Ida-Aafrikaga ja Lääne-Euraasia päritolu N-liinide 
rohkus omane Kirde-Etioopiale. 
 
REF II 
 Prantsusmaa üldine mtDNA mitmekesisus sobitub Euroopa konteksti. 
 Püreneedest põhjas elavatel baskidel on geneetilisi tunnuseid, mis eris-
tavad neid lõunas elavatest baskides 
 Finistère`l on Bretagne`i teiste administratiivsete piirkondadega võrreldes 
Suurbritannia ja Skandinaaviaga tugevamad sidemed. 
 
REF III 
 Haplogruppide M1 ja U6 fülogenees ei toeta hüpoteesi nende selge 
Edela-Aasia päritolu kohta. 
 Nende alamklaadide ekspansiooniajad ja arvatavad levikukeskmed ei kattu. 
 Nende haplogruppide ja afroaasia keelte leviku vahel ei ole tugevat korre-
latsiooni. 
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Ah, the realm of the theme and variations of “thank you”, a heaven of seeming-
ly less contrived nature, a place probably less skimmed through than the rest of 
the corpus of a thesis, where expectations of reading your name may, or not…, 
run high. Given the date of the first reference and the fact that the whole 
adventure started few years earlier than that, that makes a lot of people to thank 
for, and a lot of people to forget to do so. I sincerely apologise if I fail to give 
you below the due credit you feel you deserve. Mark it down simply to forget-
fulness, not out of spite or for other ultimate motive of unpleasant nature. Were 
you to have any complain, please find my details in the CV section and send me 
a strongly worded letter, UN style, and I will see to fix things (would sending 
you a very politely worded letter be suitable?). Anyway, let’s dive in. 
 In a completely expected fashion, I shall start with my seminal supervisor, 
Professor Richard Villems, whose patience is rivalled only by his knowledge. It 
has been a privilege to do my research work under your tutelage and I am 
extremely grateful for the chance you gave me to join your team these, few, 
years back. I never cease to be amazed by how easy it is to go and ask you 
questions, which, from a French perspective, at equal position, would usually 
require making an appointment and sit in the corridor for a while before getting 
in. Whilst in your office, comfortably ensconced in a chair, it is unfailingly 
pleasant to be taken on a ride, passing through various places and eras, ending 
up with a much broader perspective than I had at the beginning. 
 In a less expected fashion, it is not possible for me not to thank the late 
Professor Jean-Paul Moisan, whose scientific thirst is the very reason I came to 
Estonia. Were it not for you, this whole chapter, nay, volume of my life, would 
not have even existed. I have, so far, always had the chance of having 
enormously talented supervisors (and colleagues too), and you were the very 
first. Beaj vat Komonor ! 
 Speaking about lasting impression, how befitting to turn to the quietly 
spectacular Professor Toomas Kivisild. I wonder what would have happened 
had the mermaids of the perfidious Albion not succeeded in luring you away 
from here. Or was it, after all, merely just the normal course of your career? 
Regardless, the sharpness, cold accuracy; wittiness too, of your opinions and 
criticisms are something to behold. Taking my modest part in the writing of the 
Ethiopian paper and benefitting from your guidance for writing my “own” 
papers was equally a showcase of your scientific prowess. I shall never forget 
the most splendid grin you were sporting when you broke the news to me that 
Anna’s paper will be shortly accepted in Science; that was the only magnificent 
bit of the whole story. Not too sure if I would not exchange experiencing these 
radiant smile and face for a path to U6 and M1 less cluttered with traps and 
people having a head-start on me… 
 Looking back, it was the normal course, the only logical way things could 
go. From an ever so joyful PhD student ready to partake in and crush the 
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competition in games of 501 to an ever still so joyful Director of the Institute of 
Genomics. And through it all, you have always kept this accessibility and 
readiness to share your knowledge and explain some of the concepts that where 
challenging my comprehension. Thanks to you and your technical help, my 
later papers could rely on nicer artworks than before; a touch that surely can 
help assuaging potential grumpy reviewers, and was useful in making a thesis 
that much more eye pleasing as well, however thrifty it is in artwork (lack of 
time maybe…). It is a real shame we never got to publish the expectation and 
absolute scales we ingeniously devised in Split, humanity would have greatly 
benefited from them, most assuredly. On a slightly more serious note, I am truly 
thankful to you for providing the good words and the sterner ones to help seeing 
this whole project through. And your suggestion of the after-publication service 
was nothing short of brilliant. And before I forget, thank you very much too for 
saving me from potential embarrassment by bringing to my attention the 
various faulty bits in the parts above. And now; listen very carefully, I shall say 
zis only once: il faut noter les beaux efforts de communication francophone ; il 
faut persévérer. Ühesõnaga, Merci beaucoup Monsieur Mait. 
 That concludes the “mandatory” part, although calling it so does not pre-
clude in the least its utter sincerity, nor does it call into question the point of 
writing what follows. I will now get into the territory where the forgetfulness 
mentioned above will inevitably start to creep in. It probably will have a heavy 
chronological flavour, but that is one way to avoid forgetting too many people. 
 If Jean-Paul and Richard were the ones responsible for me even making it 
here, the Croatian girls are without a doubt the ones responsible for me even 
staying here at all… Not because the lab might have been a scary place, but 
back in late September 2001, for a young French guy who had never exactly 
traveled abroad, Estonia was surely the “exotic place” Jean-Paul had proposed 
me to go study in. But Lovorka, Marijana and Svetlana, you made sure to 
smooth the abrupt transition, sharing your experience of foreign students in 
Tartu. Without your help, this story would have likely been cut short. In that 
regard, I also got the chance to play that role a bit when you came here 
Alexandra, although it might as likely be that the help was more mutual than 
anything. You have been a blast to have as neighbour, not least because you did 
my laundry, which was super nice of you. 
 Logically, if speaking about Alexandra, I inevitably think about you too my 
dearest Carolina, and not only because your name is a homonym to the dearest 
Karoliina of all (more on that later). We have had some most excellent time 
together and your perpetual joie de vivre and relax attitude was contagious. 
Although it would appear that I am about to defend my PhD, I free you from 
your promise to get me a pair of John Lobb; but if you were to insist, let me 
know, my shoe size is still 9 in UK… 
 Following this thread, first stop outside of the lab biotope, Portuguese girls 
equal my dear friendo Dirk. Your part in my acclimation to the Estonian 
environment is unsurpassed. Listening to your recent three months in South-
East Asia or your mission in Mexico brought some perspective to what was a 
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Tartu in the process of blossoming into the much more Western European city-
like place it is now. Thanks to you, my musical horizon got to greatly expand in 
such few short months, discovering gems unknown to my ears. That made 
looking at electropherograms that much more appealing and pleasant. More 
importantly, I cannot thank you enough for all the help with learning English 
and many of its idiomatic expressions, providing an expert hand in fighting my 
nescience. And because I am not one to shy away in the face of a fat preterition 
example, it goes without saying that I am very much indebted to your un-
wavering willingness to provide a shoulder for sharing the burden of some of 
my existential issues (the pleonasm level of “shouldering” was too much…). I 
hope I will get a chance to show off my perfect snatches in your home gym... :D 
 Second batch of Croatian natives. Nina, Jelena, Dubravka and Tena, last 
shipment of Croatian girls from the dearest Professor Pavao Rudan, but what a 
selection. What an energetic bunch! Your departure left a resounding void (but 
more PCR machines available), but that made seeing you again on your home 
turf even more enjoyable. 
 Keeping with the Slavic flavour, but closer to “home”, the lab has always 
had a very close relation with Russia. I will inevitably strike the first misses 
here (although some of the Balkans representatives are already missing, Lejla 
and co.), and I would like to thank you guys, Ildus, Sergey, Sergey (how likely 
was it to have at least two Sergeys?), Andrey (just one?), Sardana et al. for 
giving me a starter in the beautiful Russian language. Oleg, it was a real 
pleasure to meet you again back in May when many of us were treated to a very 
good conference in wonderful Moscow. It was a great scientific and “extra-
scientific” experience. Still in Russia, administratively speaking, I am most 
grateful to you Bayazit for sharing your expertise in coalescent theory and other 
related probability subjects, which inevitably led to expanding the horizon of 
my understanding. Thank you also for having shown me the unexpected ways 
to apply our usual package of methods to explore questions quite far from our 
daily inquiries. 
 The lab got to surprise Toomas for his jubilee this August, and we acknow-
ledged his pivotal role in starting the Indian connection here. I still remember 
your striking first steps in Estonia Gyaneshwer. Passing from + 28°C to – 26°C 
during the journey made certain to make it memorable, all wrapped up in a light 
parka with a measly scarf around your head for lack of a suitable hat. But if 
your arrival was memorable, it pales in comparison to what it led to. Your 
friendship is warmer than the hottest day in India and you and Chandana are 
sweeter than any kulfi. You both are the very perfect embodiment of benevo-
lence. You have always been there, through good and bad times, ready to share 
the laughs and the burden as the case may be. I truly miss our culinary 
exchanges, and I am beholden to you for making me realise that a dish does not 
necessarily need to contain some meat protein; dhal and chana masala for the 
win! I keep my fingers crossed to finally get to discover your home country 
someday. 
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 And if Gyaneshwer and Chandana are here, chances are good that you are 
not too far either Lena. You have one of these amazing personalities, always 
smiling and happy, you are a person whose sheer presence is enough to give 
you a boost and you are not stingy in sharing good thoughts! 
 Good thoughts are a necessity that you possess in spades my dearest Kris-
tiina, and, were you so kind and inclined as to allow me a bit of French banter, 
you are not short on good looks either… I am truly indebted to your unwavering 
support during the ups and downs of my scientific endeavours. At times, it 
might even have been pretty reminiscent of what a mother would have done, 
which, I am most certainly convinced, mine would have done were it not for her 
early departure to go and meet the “Grand Nénuphar”. I am as well very much 
indebted to you (and Meelis) for your most wonderful translation work. Without 
it, this thesis would have stalled short of the finish line. You have also provided 
plenty of sound scientific advice along the whole way; good that you are my 
desk-mate, I do not have to go far to get these precious nuggets of knowledge. I 
am very thankful to you as well for having shared with me your spots of the 
Estonian nature worthy of a visit in family; fresh air is important for a clear 
mind. Suur, suur aitäh! 
 French connection, same place in France, minus the heroin. Professor Chia-
roni; mon très cher Jacques, I am very much obliged to you for the great 
opportunity you gave me to work on the Afghan project. Gracie assai. Besides 
the stimulating scientific side of the collaboration, that gave me the chance to 
meet Julie and Stéphane. Thank you, Julie, for your invaluable help, as well as 
the tasty raviolis. Stéphane, thank you very much for imparting your statistical 
knowledge, but especially for dealing with that whole bunch in the project… 
That would be great if we were to strengthen our collaboration, I am convinced 
we could do some excellent research together; Erika’s recent fruitful endeavour 
(keep going Erika!) is a good example. 
 Still in France, back in time, on the banks of the Loire, the CHU of Nantes 
and INSERM U463. The Laboratoire d’Étude du Polymorphisme de l’ADN is 
being created. I still remember fondly the unceasing barrage of jokes that you 
were firing at me my dear Sébastien and Stéphane. No ration stamp, no Trabant 
(not endemic that far east), but some moose for sure! And dropped in the 
middle of it, you, Chrystelle. We have been together in getting to learn this field 
new to us. Without your help and immense work, the French study would not 
have seen the light of day. 
 To get back on the Afghan subject, it was really on honour to finally work 
with you Professor Underhill. Although I got to meet you earlier in the wonder-
ful setting of Hvar, it was with the Hindu Kush project that I got to experience 
first-hand your endless knowledge of that little thing that makes us males. I am 
very thankful for the words of wisdom and the kind ones you had with regard to 
me. 
 Carrying on with the theme of heavy weights of population genetics, it is 
always a pleasure to meet you Doron. Not least because when it is in Tartu, you 
inevitably have in tow some gastronomic delicacies; the thought of which 
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makes me salivate right now. Your readiness to discuss things and get them 
done is truly impressive. I am ever so thankful to have had the chance to 
contribute to your staggering number of publications. Without your contribution 
(and the kind participants who were willing to take part in the scientific 
project), the paper would have had a narrower scope. [To the editor: Insert 
“Thank you very much my dear friend” in Hebrew, will you please? ;)] 
 My dearest chap! I am sincerely embarrassed that you got to experience 
some of the multifarious unpleasant sides of doing Science in France (never got 
to myself…), and the other non-scientific bits too (those I most surely did, both 
at the receiving and at the delivering end…). Or maybe not, because then you 
were able to bring some dairy awesomeness to Tartu. Pigouille, my tasty little 
friend… Thank you for your input in improving the more relevant chapters, it 
seems that in a few cases I could not see the forest for the trees. I sincerely hope 
that the Breton impromptu side-project will see a fecund ending. 
 Monika, my dear, dear fellow bookworm, or bibliophile if inclined to go for 
a less figurative flavour. May we be able to build a proper anti-library, popu-
lated by numerous tsundoku… The path we followed had quite few similarities, 
but you got to the deck of the galley (the rowing type, not the place where the 
tasty treats are kept) earlier. I shall now stop my rowing in its depths very soon, 
to join you on deck, and I will try my very best to abide by your written 
“injunction”, but that might take a little effort, or not. Regardless, you have 
been instrumental in speeding up my rowing, and your input on the Y chromo-
some part helped overcoming my shortcomings in what is a part of me, funnily 
enough. It was always salutary to discuss with you the hurdles we were facing, 
since, more often than not, you had already cleared them! I hope your 
relationship with New-Zealand will be as successful and blessed as it has been 
for our trail blazer. 
 Товарищ Георгий! As with every bright mind, it is necessary to get through 
few peculiar ways before getting to fully appreciate you. You may not be a 
paragon of equanimity, but that makes getting your point of view that much 
clearer. You are one of the few people that rather do things in their own way, 
because you question them and find a way to improve them. Your autonomy 
and your ability to learn complex things by yourself are nothing short of 
impressive. You are also without a doubt the only walking and breath holding 
reason of (a) population decline(s) I have ever met. 
 Professor Mark G. Thomas, attending your presentation has been an eye-
opener, very much akin to a revelation. I realised how much of a sheeple I had 
become, letting myself follow leisurely what I was learning and doing, having 
checked in my critical thinking at the entrance. Open the flood gates of 
scepticism, back to have a more critical outlook of things, not to gobble them up 
without second thoughts. That requires an open mind, humility, a wealth of 
knowledge and a healthy pinch of epistemology. That is why I am hurrying to 
catch up in some fields particularly relevant to becoming better equipped with a 
healthy and informed sceptical stance, devoid of figurative Manicheism. “In all 
affairs it's a healthy thing now and then to hang a question mark on the things 
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you have long taken for granted.” Bertrand Arthur William Russell, 3rd Earl 
Russell, OM FRS. 
 I would also like to express my sincere gratitude to Antti Sajantila and 
Tatjana Bergelt. The calm attitude of the professor balanced by the passionate 
nature of the artist. The conversation we had until the wee hours was extremely 
powerful, not quite sure if I have yet the mental fortitude and guts to follow 
through with the realisation I came to… 
 Much credit and palju “thank you” are due to other wonderful people of the 
lab. I am very grateful to the “three ladies”, Ene, Maere and Siiri. Thank you for 
your kind help and advice when I started to take my first steps in the lab. Ille, 
you have been there as well to help me get my bearings in the lab, finding the 
necessary solution or recipient for making magic happen. Jüri, your biochemical 
acumen has always been a reliable source of help. I have you to thank for 
infecting me with the camera bug, but, being in close contact with el paparazzo, 
it was bound to happen at some point. I am also appreciatory of all the technical 
help and service provided by the competent people of what has become the 
EBC core lab, especially you Tuuli. Your kind understanding regarding my 
“urgent” sequences was only partially rewarded by having you on the M1 and 
U6 journey, but rest assure that your diligence has not gone unnoticed in my 
books. Anu, thank you for keeping me on my toes and relentlessly testing my 
Estonian and also for bringing fashion into the little microcosm that is our 
office (note to the other graceful ladies populating said office; you are not at all 
badly dressed either). Thank you, Mari, for the sugary fuel for the brain, your 
bees know their trade, and so do your apple trees. I am amazed by your ability 
to tackle all your duties and hobbies in what would probably require a few 
separate lives for most people. Anne-Mai and Ajai, thank you very much for 
unconsciously breathing down my neck, hastening my pace to wrap things up. I 
wish you all the best with what is left to be done. As for you, Lehti, I would 
assume not even the slides are left to be done as of the time of writing these 
words. Drive and dedication are your middle names, aren’t they? I hope you 
will get to read my most sincere and frank “Merde” on time for your defence. 
Speaking of dedication, yours Hovannes is also very impressive. I am glad to 
have had the chance to experience it with your successful U7 project. I am 
convinced that your J1 J2 [naïve p(being correct) = 0.5; won’t take my chances, 
cross the wrong one ;) ] master project will also get a very deserved happy 
conclusion. Alexander, Alexander, Alexander; thank you for the fleeting 
moments of blissful escape… It would appear that good nature is some sort of 
Belarussian trait; who would have guessed? Indeed, Vasili, you are as equally 
always smiling and happy than Lena is, and that can be contagious. Speaking of 
smile, yours, Kai, is the prototypical awesome one, so full of life. 
 I would like also to thank you Professor Metspalu for agreeing to be my 
internal opponent and constantly inquiring about the advancement of the 
manuscript. Unfortunately, the advent of the Institute of Genomics disqualified 
you for this difficult task. That is why I am that much more thankful to you 
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Professor Remm for stepping in. I will not frame your e-mail, but it is so inside 
me. 
 Albeit you guys came a bit later in the game, you nonetheless provided an 
excellent atmosphere befitting to productive exchanges. Rodrigo, wherever you 
will be, you will be missed, except if you are still in lab of course… But IT has 
many good sides, one of them being the ease of communication despite physical 
distances. If I ever get to explore the Cenotes, I will be sure to check and get 
myself some al pastor goodness. Bringing an unmistakable sunny touch, the 
lively Italian crew, Francesco (thanks for the continuing education), Davide, 
Linda and Ludovica, for which we can thank you, Luca. Wikipedia will have to 
consider in the near future to update the People section of its page about Lucca. 
The way you approach problems and see things is not without reminding me of 
a certain Toomas… I am eagerly awaiting to know the fate of the Chargaffity 
can of worms! Mayukh, I am looking forward to picking your brain further 
about selection. Burak, I am envious, let’s be honest, of the easiness you have in 
dealing with machine learning. There is much to be learnt but the potential 
reward in thinking outside of the box with a ginormous box is immense, full of 
promises. Katri, thank you for taking part in deciphering the ൫௡௞൯ mystery. 
Dankeschön! to our Germanic speakers, Meriam (merci beaucoup marche aussi, 
non ?), Marcel and Tina, inquiring people of ancient DNA. That would happen 
to include you too Freddi. The deadpan humour is strong with this one.  
 Special thanks to the administrative people, without whom the whole edifice 
of Science would not get very far. Thank you Merilin, Mariza, Tiina (congratu-
lations!) and colleagues at UT, Mrs Doums and Mrs Cardaillac-André at the 
EPHE for the successful outcome of the battle with the arcana of French 
bureaucracy. Ольга, спасибо огромное, что присмотрели за моими расте-
ниями. Мое рабочее место выглядит замечательно. 
 Redis Mäger, maybe this will help: 
perl -p -i -e “s/`erwin/`erwan/g” general_knowledge.brain 
 Thank you Matthieu for showing me the proper way of being thèsard, will 
try it for the next thesis. 
 If you have not read your name yet (Lauri, Eva-Liis, Helle-Viivi, Helen, 
Ivar, Reidar…), sorry, you will need to follow the instructions written above. I 
could have asked for the list of all current and past “employees”, but that would 
have stretch things a bit… 
 Pierre-Yves, no problem for you with English. You probably followed this 
little circus more from the side, but our birthday’s conversations were clear 
enough about your support. I am looking forward to having you around, after all 
those years of only electronic meetings. 
 Gwen, même si je suis certain que tu continues à faire tes exercices gymglish 
avec application (comment pourrait-il en être autrement ?), je te fais grâce de la 
lecture anglaise pour cette partie à ton attention. Même si nous avons des 
relations familiales typiquement Pennarun, je ne doute pas un instant que ton 
soutien fut constant durant toutes ces années. J’en profite aussi pour t’assurer du 
mien dans ta quête académique ; elles sont bien ardues parfois, surtout quand 
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certains s’acharnent à se foutre des bâtons dans les roues… La vie, elle, s’est 
allègrement chargée de t’en filer quelques stères bien pourris. Je ne peux 
qu’admirer ta force et ta résilience et je souhaite de tout cœur qu’après cette 
scoumoune ligneuse, elle te réserve des surprises fort plus agréables ! Je suis 
persuadé que France, Corentin, Johanika et Patxi se chargent de t’en fournir 
quelques-unes, entre quelques conneries séantes aux enfants bien nés ; et puis 
Philippe n’est sûrement pas avare à l’occasion de bonnes choses non plus. Si la 
distance et la rigidité administrative, combinées à ton sens développé et aigu de 
probité enseignante, font que tu ne seras probablement pas là pour la 
soutenance, je suis persuadé que je pourrais compter sur tes pensées les plus 
affectives et ton soutien inconditionnel. 
 Maman, c’est encore une plaie vive que de n’avoir pu davantage profiter de 
ta renaissance, tout comme de n’avoir pas pu obtenir mon doctorat avant ton 
départ pour aller rencontrer le Grand Nénuphar. Je sais que, avec ou sans 
doctorat, ton amour aurait été le même, mais j’aurais été bien plus fier d’avoir 
pu au moins réussir cela avant… Même si le temps fait son office, son lent 
travail de sape, la douleur reste encore bien présente. Mais celle-ci s’efface 
rapidement lorsque je te revois dessiner ce gros cœur, le dernier, sur la vitre du 
TGV, parce que je sais que tu seras toujours là pour moi, où que tu sois… 
 Je ne doute nullement de tes capacités à entraver l’engliche, mais, si 
Monsieur Père le veut bien, je vais plutôt continuer à tartiner en français. De 
plus, avec le ton qui sera sûrement un tant soit peu cathartique, Lacan ne serait 
pas content s’il en était autrement. On peut dire qu’essayer, consciemment ou 
non, d’émuler le père n’est pas facile et peut amener parfois à des péripéties. 
Ayant soutenu une thèse en conneries en tout genre depuis fort longtemps déjà, 
et les études de médecine n’étant pas du tout adaptées à mon style d’apprentis-
sage, il ne restait que ma Science bien aimée pour devenir docteur et prétendre 
être sur un pied d’égalité. Et me voilà finalement aux portes de ce que je pensais 
être le Saint Graal. Seulement, je crains que le chemin y conduisant n’ait 
fortement émoussé l’aura et le prestige que je voulais bien prêter à ce titre. Je ne 
vais pas renoncer à goûter au plaisir de l’avoir, mais la potion m’a l’air d’être 
bien plus amère que je ne l’avais imaginée. Que n’eussé-je réalisé plus tôt 
l’ineptie de croire que seul un tel statut me vaudrait reconnaissance à tes yeux ? 
La lie, me voilà ! Nous rangerons tout cela dans son tiroir attitré, je finirai le 
repas totémique et je passerai à l’étape suivante, sachant que ton affection et ta 
reconnaissance étaient toujours là, j’avais tout simplement oublié de mettre mes 
lunettes… 
 In brief, I am forever grateful to you both, Maman, Papa, for always having 
been there for me and supporting me whatever was the cause of my growing 
pain. I am really looking up to you, and I thank you for the intellectual 
atmosphere you created at home, a very stimulating one. Je vous aime. 
 I have the purest luck of having two most wonderful kids. Thank you 
Siméon and Madleen for brightening my life. The joy you bring is of quintes-
sential form, so, please, keep on delivering the goods! 
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 If there is one person who has seen it all, it can only be you, Karo. I can 
hardly express how grateful I am that you weathered all these oft horrible mood 
swings and their unpleasant externalisation. That you haven’t stop believing in 
me and supporting me is a sheer mystery to me. But, on the other hand, if I were 
to have ever questioned whether had I been mistaken in being so besotted by 
you all these years ago, in the light of it all, the clear answer would be a 
resounding no. Thank you from the bottom of my heart for your loving care and 
affection. Without them, things would have been inevitably much grimmer. Let 
us now turn that page and start a whole new chapter, let us now rejoice and 
relish in the beauty of life, let us celebrate and espouse the glorious moments it 
is filled with, wherever they may happen to be, however fleeting or lasting they 
may be, because they are ours. 
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